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Story Idea?
It you have a news tip or have an idea for i
story, call us between noon and 7 p.m.

372-6966
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Baseball team returns from spring
trip and stands with 7-2 record

Nike announces profit losses and
layoffs due to lack of sales
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"An independent student voice serving Bowling Green since 1920'

Display applauds
free expression

Don't fall!

U Human Relations
Commission developing
a "Celebration of HumanKind."
By BRANDI BARHITE
The BC News
The University's Human Relations Commission is in the process of planning a celebration of
humankind and they are seeking
the help of University students
and organizations. "We want this
to be a celebration of many student groups who see themselves
with a particular identity," Diane
Regan, recorder of the Human
Relations Commission, said
"Celebration of Humankind"
will be a weeklong celebration
kicking off Monday, April 13.
The events will focus on race,
ethnicity and other dimensions of
diversity and how these factors
shape the experiences of individuals and groups on campus.
Lorna Gonsalves-Pinto, chairwoman of the Human Relations
Commission, said, by paying attention to diversity in both living
and learning environments can
enhance recruitment and retention.
"It sends a clear message to
current and future students: Diversity is everyone's business at
Bowling Green State University," she said.
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Phot, by Jcrtmy Martin

Ryan Erikson (I), employee of AgService Inc., loads this crop duster I from the Bowling Green airport regularly to fertilize nearby farm
plane with solidified nitrogen. The crop dusting planes take off I fields.

Eating disorders addressed
□ The Student Health
Service promotes education and awareness of
healthy eating habits.
By ANA PEREIRA
The BC News
March Ls National Nutrition
month and the Student Health
Service together with the Center
for Wellness and Prevention are
promoting events that will hopefully draw student awareness for
eating well.
Eating disorders and dieting
habits may be related to heredity
and socio cultural factors. In college students, however, these

problems may also be related to
stresses caused by college life
adaptation as well as academic
challenges.
"It is a time when eating disorders and body image issues
come up," said Judy Miller,
nurse specialist at the Student
Health Center.
The most common diseases related to eating disorders are
anorexia nervosa and bulimia.
Anorexia nervosa involves the
pursuit of thinness through starvation while bulimia consists of a
binge and purge pattern.
An eating healthy awareness,
such as basic nutrition and knowledge of eating disorders, is being promoted through bulletin
boards posted in the residence

Campus
celebrate and applaud It. Individuals and groups are Invited to
freely express their insights regarding race, ethnicity and all
other dimensions of diversity.
They may express themselves
through poetry, artwork, music
and dance.
"The focus will be on the meaning of the work rather than the
professional quality," Goi.salvesPinto said. These free expressions will be displayed in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Wednesday, April 15. The Ark
Band, an area reggae group, will
be there to entertain and provide
a message.
Other events planned for the
week include: "Take Back the
Night" and the "The Clothesline"
sponsored • by Womyn for Womyn, April 14. Guest speaker Julianne Malveaux, economist and
syndicated columnist, will be the
main speaker April 16.
VISION, the World Student Association, Graduate Student Senate and the Latino Student Union
have also committed to participating in the "Celebration of
Human Kind."

"It is our goal to create an
awareness of all members of the
The Human Relations Com- University community," Regan
mission will be sponsoring one of said.
the main events, a free expresAny student organizations or
sion display called "HumanKind." Regan said the display individuals interested in particiwill be an emphasis on what stu- pating in "Celebration of Hudents can share, instead of what manKind" or submitting a free
expression for "HumanKind"
can divide them.
should contact Lorna GonsalvesGonsalves-Pinto said the show Pinto at 372-2682 or Igonwill also focus on humankind and sal@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Teenage
hacker
charged

halls. Issues like lifestyle habits,
dietary guidelines and the food
guide pyramid are addressed.
The food pyramid consists of
six food groups - fats, oil and
sweets comprises one group, followed by milk, meat, vegetables □ A teen computer
fruits and grains -- needed to en- hacker becomes the first
sure a healthy diet.
Judy Miller said students juvenile in federal court
should have knowledge of the va- chargedwith this crime.
riety of food within the pyramid
and balance their dally activities
The Associated Press
with exercises.
"It ls Important to enjoy what
BOSTON - A teen-ager acyou eat. There is not an experience more pleasant than healthy cused of crippling an airport control tower has become the first
eating," Miller said.
juvenile
charged in federal court
Starting tomorrow with a nuwith computer hacking.
The U.S. Justice Department
• See EAT, page five.
said Wednesday that the Massachusetts boy, whose name, age
and hometown were not disclosed, has agreed to plead
guilty.
If a judge accepts the plea barsaid one of the issues facing the
minorities in the media field is gain, the boy will get two years
there are still too few minorities probation, a fine and community
service. He will also be banned
in decision-making positions.
Associated Prvit pkM*
Denise Douglas, WNWO-TV from using a computer with a
U.S.
Attorney
Donald
Stem
anounces
the
charges
filed against a teen
modem
for
two
years.
reporter, said getting into the
"These are not pranks. This is age hacker who impaired an airport communication system for five
field is difficult not only for mii
norities but also for any journa- not like throwing spitballs at hours.
list fresh out of college. She said your teacher," U.S. Attorney
\
Donald Stern said. "Hackers craft was disrupted for six hours.
The control tower printer,
persistance is the key.
No accidents or close calls re- which monitors flight progress,
"It's not easy getting in but do should know that they will be
as much as you can," Douglas caught and they will be pros- sulted. The airport handled shut down. Radios used to com60,000 landings and departures in municate with planes were also
said. "It let's employers see that ecuted."
The boy broke into a Bell At- 1997.
you're serious about your work."
knocked out. A battery-operated
Rhonda Sewell, Living reporter lantic computer system on
backup transmitter came on, but
for The Blade, said internships March 10,1997, causing a system
"We dodged a bullet that day," the system had a shorter range.
during college and utilizing col- crash that knocked out power at said Joseph Hogan, area manThe hacking also knocked out
Worcester Airport. Communica- ager for the air traffic control phone service to 600 houses in
nearby Rutland.
• See CULTURE, page five. tion between the tower and air- company.

Minorityjournalists speak out
□ Students need to stay
persistent and keep their
own identity when
searching for a career in
the media, panel explains.
By SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BC News
Area minority journalists
spoke about their role in the
media and the potential conflicts
of being a minority in mainstream media Wednesday.
Sponsored by the University's

School of Communication Studies
and the department of student
publications, the panel discussion, titled "Journalists of Color
Cultural advocates or lost in the
mainstream?" included media
professionals from The Blade,
Toledo's WNWO-TV and WSPD
radio and Bowling Green's
WBGU-TV.
Many of the professionals said
that for them, getting in the field
was a battle and continues to be
at times.
Eddie Allen, Urban Affairs reporter for The Blade, said one of
his reasons for becoming a journalist was to tell the stories of
people who often go unheard. He
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The Clinton plot thickens
The new witness that has come
forward to cry sexual harassment
against the president interests me.
The former White House volunteer's name is Kathleen Willey. She
claims Mr. Clinton fondled her,
kissed her on the lips, and forced
her hand onto his Jimmy. Mr.
Clinton contends he was simply
consoling her; a hug, a kiss to the
forehead, and some kind words.
I'm baffled by Willey's actions after
the alleged incident.
Examining the correspondence
between the president and Willey
before and after that November,
1993 meeting allude to anything but
a traumatic experience. Willey was
a campaign volunteer and self-proclaimed "#1 fan" of Bill Clinton.
May 3,1993: Mrs. Willey: "Dear
Mr. President. The enclosed tie is
named 'President's shoes.' I couldn't think of another president I
know who could do it better justice
than you!"
"1 watched you at the press correspondents' dinner on Saturday
evening - you were hilarious at
least you haven't lost your sense of
humor! Thanks again for all your
help don't let the bastards get you
down!" Clinton responds with,
"Dear Kathleen. 1 love the tie,
Thanks. Best, Bill."
In July of 1993 a close friend of
president Clinton committed suicide and later that month Willey
wrote a letter of support to the
President: "I'm so very sorry for

your loss. I know that your deep
faith will get you through this." In
other letters she encouraged him to
vacation in her state and to read a
book she liked.
Then came the meeting late
November, 1993 where the
President allegedly fondled Willey.
Yet after that incident, the auta of
friendship in their correspondence
failed to change at all.
Less than a month later Willey
wrote: "I just wanted to wish you a
wonderful Christmas. Thank you
for the opportunity to work in this
great house. After this bittersweet
year, my first resolution for 1994
will be the pursuit of a meaningful
job -1 hope it will be here." Do
these sound like the words of an
offended sexual harassment victim?
The 'proudest' Willey has ever
been of the president was reflected
in a June 17,1994, letter: 'How caring and heartfelt your speech was
on D-Day.
While you have had many shin-

ing moments, that day was for me
the proudest.
I am glad that you are our president." Had Willey just forgotten
about the alleged November
episode in this letter?
In October of 1994 and February
of 1995 she wrote to request an
ambassadorship and a position on
the International Union for the conservation of Nature, respectively.
Arguments can be made that Willey
was blackmailing the president or
the president was bribing Willey.
The contention on blackmail would
be Willey agreed to be silent if the
president honored her various
requests; a dinner here, a visit there,
a job here, a position there. This,
however, doesn't coincide with
Willey's letters on a whole and the
personal account of White House
aide Linda Tripp.
If one believes Tripp is lying
then it's reasonable to assume the
president is trying to cover something up; maybe he was 'buying'
her silence. The notion of bribery is
quickly squashed in light of the
nature of the letters. It was Willey
who sought out those positions and
favors from the president. She
requested the disputed meeting late
November, 1993.
Both the bribery and blackmail
theory suggest wrongdoing on the
part of Clinton. It may be the belief
of the public that he did something
wrong on the night in question, but
can that assumption be made?

•• •
What motive might Willey have to
lie? What can she gain from this
whole situation?
Willey has no political reason to
lie and I'm sure she isn't part of a
conspiracy to down the president,
so her motives must be personal.
It's very possible the motive is
money. Dan Gecker, Willey's
lawyer, is arranging a $300,000
book deal for her. Maybe these
allegations are a self-promotion of
her upcoming book. Willey owes
$275,000 to Anthony Lanasa, a
client of her late husband, Ed
Willey. Is she in dire financialstraits?
Also, when her husband died,
her status in 'high' society evaporated. Maybe this is an attempt to
reinvent herself. Maybe Clinton
didn't give her a position or job she
wanted and, given her extensive
volunteer work, she has decided to
make the president pay.
As Clinton responded, "I am
mystified and disappointed by the
recent turn of events." I am not
surprised at all. There is, however,
enough uncertainty on the validity
of both stories. My prediction is
there will be no impeachment and
no trial regarding any sexual
harassment claims or cover-up
accusations aimed at the president.
Rofc Searfoss is a columnist for The
News. He can be reached at
rsearfo@bgnet.bgsu.edu. Sidenole: he
also believes Michael Pitts will be
acquitted on all charges.
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Jack Harlman, whose three degree from Bowling Green kept him

Tim -P> Jfaft
BoYst

out of the interview process for a tenure track job in the Journalism
Department (as it would have at any major university), has scored one
for the status quo in federal court. Jack, as a white male, felt he had
been discriminated against, because an obviously "unqualified" black
woman got the job.The implication here is that any minority person

Fl£Ut>\Stt\
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who gets a job is, by definition, unqualified.
Unfortunately, both Jack and an all white federal jury have confused
"white privilege" with a violation of civil rights. Jack felt that as a
white male, he was entitled to this job, regardless of his position in the
applicant pool. Further, affirmative action, which tries to address the
inequalities of 300 years of chattel slavery, 100 years of Jim Crow, and
thirty-five years of thinly veiled apartheid in jobs, housing and lending, is an evil thing which must be eliminated at all costs, since every-

WE/WE MAIE MANY STui**r«f
Vi/TOF? THE!/* ST^ES Afl/>
MtefcS fa* FRIVOLPUS
Pl/ASVITS"! A"> YeTjtfE. MurT
iVr A»*Y THESE COSTUMES—

one, in America, is treated "equally''
At no point in American History has anyone been treated "equally"
under the law, particularly minorities, and its unfortunate that Jack

PROCt/GTlVATloAf

Hartman will have the opportunity to spread that fiction among his
potential students here at BGSUThe legal system, from its inception,
was designed to protect property rights and maintain the status quo;
that's all this decision does—it maintains both the status quo and protects "white, male privilege" under the guise of reverse discrimination.
1 urge the university to appeal the decision, before our students are
subjected to the same kind of rhetoric and reasoning that led to Watts,
Detroit and Los Angeles.
If change doesn't happen, then we will surely be revisited by violence, and Jack Hartman, whether he knows it or not, is sending us
down that road.
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Women face new challenges
COLLEGE STATION, Texas (UWIRE) - "Our Bodies .. . Make Us
Worry." These words were scrawled
on the walls of a bathroom at
Michigan University in a unfortunate parody of the title Our Bodies,
Our Selves.
Published in 1970, Our Bodies,
Our Selves, became an icon for the
feminist movement of the early
70s, which, at the time, was building up the social climate for Roe v
Wade in 1973.
Now, in the '90s, this phrase has
been twisted to imply a loss of freedom. The phrase "Our Bodies Make
Us Worry" points out the irony of
the feminist movement and
unmasks the anxieties of women in
America today.
In fact, it is pointing to the very
failure of the feminist movement. It
is ironic that a movement intended
to liberate women has only confined them to a life of abject despair
over, of all things, themselves.
Women are still objects. Our advertising, our movies, our literature,
our television, all cripple women
into becoming objects of desire.
As John Berger writes, "Men
look at women. Women watch
themselves being looked at. This
determines not only the relations of
men to women, but the relation of
women to themselves."
We cannot say the objecrification
of women in our culture is just a
function of hegemonic patriarchy.

Rather, it is quite possible to say
women oppress themselves.
Herein lies the ultimate challenge for feminism in the late 20th
and early 21st centuries: Women
everywhere must work to publicize
role models for young women who
have accomplished great tasks —
not just women who have flawless
skin, gleaming teeth and wear a
size-6 cocktail dress. We worry how
others see our bodies. This is no
kind of life.
A life where many women are
their own worst enemy. A life
where many women have no selfesteem. A life where many women
besiege themselves with criticism
and punishment because of the way
their bodies look.
We subconsciously program ourselves to believe arbitrary numbers
such as 6, 8,10 or 12 determine
how others perceive us. Indeed, we
would not be so obsessed with

these numbers if we did not have
this preoccupation with others
looking at us.
We believe someone is always
watching us, because that is howwomen are presented in commercials, in magazines and in the cinema.
She has nothing of importance to
say, except maybe, "It won't happen overnight, but it will happen."
Beauty can be yours, too, and it is
all you need. Just look at me, I'm
obviously ecstatic about my hair.
So, we buy into this modern paradigm — literally. We buy products
because we believe that we will
become more a desirable object for
others.
Autonomy? Liberation? What a
joke!
As Christopher Lasch said in his
book, The Culture of Narcissism,
"Ads encourage the pseudo-emancipation of women through consumerism."
In other words, women delude
themselves into thinking they have
freedom merely because they have
the freedom to choose what brand
of deodorant, shampoo or lip-gloss
to buy.
All of this points to a rather disturbing factor: Women in America
are overly self-conscious about their
appearance, but sadly, not selfaware.
We spend so much time worrying how others will see our bodies

'

that we forget to work on our
minds, spirits and hearts. This is
obvious when someone comments
on our weight, clothes or skin and
we feel hurt, betrayed and rejected.
I/ we had a stronger focus on
developing the intellect and souls
of our girls, they would be more
resilient or even immune to criticism of their bodies.
Instead, we are left feeling
crushed every time we look in the
mirror and in general wonder what
others think.
We cannot allow ourselves to
remain the objects of other's desire
or envy or to be defined by superficiality.
We must work to change the role
models for girls in America.
Rather than Cindy Crawford,
Gwyneth Paltrow, Jennifer Aniston,
Tyra Banks and other swimsuit
models acting as the "ideal" representations of women in America,
we must change our perspective.
We should focus on achievements — Sandra Day OConnor,
Madeleine Albright, Kathenne
Graham. These women have
proven themselves.
They may not be a size 4 and
have firm thighs, but they are brilliant and strong.
We can no longer be afraid of
our selves.
Michelle Voss is a sophomore
English major at Texas A&M
University.
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
Today's Question: "What is your opinion on President Clinton's alleged affairs?"
THE

BG
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QUOTE OF THE DAY
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I couldn't wait to become a size 3
so I could get my first pair of
Nikes.'

A A

^ ^

Jim Terry
discussing the allure Nike shoes used to have

Stephanie Kotlick
Freshman
Speech Pathology

Michael Gereg
Sophomore
Huketnf t Inttnuuoul Buiam

David Metz
Senior
Business Ed.

Mathew Nelding
University Student
Pre-Med. Advisor

Jenny Whalen
Freshman
Business

"I would care if 1
was his wife."

"I think It's kind of
funny that people
care that much
about it."

"I don't think it
matters as long as
he leads the country"

"It's a bad example
for all of our
nation."

"Bad example for
our children.
Adultery is wrong.'

Col an idea for a "People on Ihe Street" quention? E-mail ua at "bgnrwaa>bgnet.bt>u".

THURSDAY THRILLS
"Two people and a
goose were injured
yesterday, in West
Virginia, when a
game of duck-duckgoose went awry."

UPCOMING EVENTS
"Upcoming Ev*nls" is a service to our readers borrowed daily via ihe Univernity web pagr. The calendar of
event* on the web page baa a more complete listing of events and can be accented through ~www.bgsu.edu'1.

Thursday, 3/19/98

Mike Super- comedian/illusionist/magician (7:30 p.m.)
Union Ballroom. This event is FREE!
Sponsored by UAO.

Dance Marathon Raffle Ticket Sale
(9 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Education steps. Sponsored by
Honors Student Association

Sankofa: Remembering Your Past
(7:30 p.m.)
MacWest Countryside. Presented by
Dr. Sharon Minor King I'll I), of A Minor
Enterprise, who will expand your mind,
heart, and soul, as well as motivate the
audience. Admission is free! Sponsored by
the Office of Residential Life (SHARP).

Dance Marathon Fundraiser (10

a.m. - 1 p.m.)

Education steps. Sponsored by Omega
Phi Alpha
NCAA Women's Swimming ft Diving
Championships (11 a.m.)
TBA. Day »I of the national meet.
Sessions start at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m..
respectively

Percussion Chamber Ensemble (8
p.m.)
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.

Fashion Show Ticket Sales (Noon 5 p.m.)
Education steps. Sponsored by Zeta
Phi Beta Sorority. Ihe.

Friday, 3/20/98
International Dinner Ticket Sales
(9 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
Student Union Foyer. Dunking

International Dinner Ticket
Sales (5 p.m. - 9 p.m.)
11th floor Offenhauer West.
International Dinner is scheduled
on March 29. starting at 6p.m. in
the Student Union Ballroom.
Children under 4— free. 4 to 10 —
$4. Adults — $8. Pay by cash or
write check payable to World
Student Association.

Thursday Thrills is Just
that - Just for thrills.
Please do not take it
seriously. We're trying
to have a good time
here. Have a fun day!

Booth (9 a.m. - S p.m.)
Moseley Mall. Sponsored by Alpha
Lambda Delta.
NCAA Women's Swimming ft Diving
Championships (11 a.m.)
TBA. Day #2 of the national meet.
Sessions start at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m..
respectively

Graduate Student
Lobbying
Workshop (5

Fundraiser and Raffle (11 a.m. - 4
p.m.)
Education Building Sponsored by
Alpha Omicron Pi and Kappa Alpha.

p.m.)
707
Administration
Bldg.. This
workshop will
prepare students
tor the GSS-sponsored trip to
Columbus to lobby
state legislators on
issues of concern to
BGSU graduate stu
dents. Any interested
graduate students
are invited to attend
this workshop.

Performance and Politics:
Ronald Reagan and Death
n America (2:30 p.m.)
Community Suite,
Student Union. Provost
Lecture Series speaker
Peggy Phelan. New York
University. Sponsored by
the Institute for the
Study of Culture and
Society.
Chapter Scholarship
Benefit (5:30 p.m. - 7

Northern Trust Bldg..
4001 Tamiami Trail N.. Naples.
Fla.. An evening of enjoymenl and
socializing with members ol the BGSU
Southwest Florida Alumni Chapter. All
funds will benefit their chapter scholarship fund.

Thursday, March 19
AccuWeathcr* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures
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MICH

Toledo

Today:

50
PA.

Cool, overcast
High: 54

Youngstown | 59° |

35

Low:

Chilly, cloudy, light rain
High: 44

26

Low:

W.VA.

Discussant: Dr. Janis L. Pallister.
Professor Emerita of Romance
Languages (7:30 p.m.)
Oish Film Theatre. This event is being
held in honor of Women's History Month.
It will feature three short films as well as
Dr. Pallister's discussion.

"Finding a Summer Job" ft
"Professional Dress and Etiquette"
Career Programs
(7 p.m.)
Honors Center

OHIO Weather

Friday:

p.m.)

Committee
Member
Appreciation (6:30
p.m.)
Town Room. Opportunity
to thank committee members for all
their hard work. Event will include a rou
pie of quick icebreakers, pizza and pop.
and going to see Mike Super at 7:30 pm
Sponsored by UAO.

TODAY'S
WEATHER

PAGE THREE is intended as an irreverent look at
The University. We at The BG News consider it an
offbeat page where we try to offer something for everybody. Opinions expressed herein are solely those of
our staff. Have a nice day.
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Choke Sympathy
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Tired of
throwing
your weight
around?

• Pool • Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinball •

Tell mom most of what
you're up to.

1-800-C0LLECT

M

American Heart
Association.?
FigMng Hemn
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Exercise.
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Editor-in-Chief.
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WIRE WATCH

Police claim shooting to be mob hit

News
Digest

The Associated Press

conpUcc noi IM report*
■ SEX RING

Minors attempt to set up sex-for-hire ring at
school
RESTON, Va. - A 12-year-old girl helped a 13-year-old boy set
up a sex-for-hire ring at their school, police said Wednesday.
The girl allegedly helped collect money from other girls for
the chance to earn money for having sex with the boy's male
friends.
"To our knowledge, no sex acts actually occurred as a result of
this organization," Fairfax County police officer Susan Culln
said Wednesday. "This apparently was in the very early stages
when it was discovered."
Names of the girl, who turned herself in to authorities Tuesday, and the boy, who was arrested Friday, were withheld because of their ages. The boy was put in juvenile detention and the
girl under house arrest.
The girls told police they thought they were paying $5 to $10 to
be introduced to eighth-grade boys as part of a social club, not a
sex ring, but police didn't believe that story.
"There's the feeling that that's their excuse after the fact to
appease mom and dad," Ms. Culin said.

PHILADELPHIA - A man on
trial on charges of plotting to kill
Philadelphia's deputed mob
underboss "Skinny Joey" Merlino was shot to death outside his
home Wednesday by a gunman in
a black ski mask.
Anthony Turra, 61, was shot
twice, once in the eye, as he left
for the federal courthouse,
where a jury was deliberating in
the racketeering and drug case
against him and four other men.
"We consider this an organized
crime assassination, a mob hit,"
Police Inspector Jerrold Kane
said. Police questioned two mob
figures but have not identified a
suspect, Kane said.
Because of health problems

that Included cancer, emphysema and congestive heart
failure, Turra was the only defendant allowed out on bail during the trial.
The jury was sequestered after
a second day of deliberations
Wednesday, unawnre of the slaying. The defense asked (or a mistrial, but the judge denied the
request. He said. any verdict
against Turra will be sealed.
Turra was accused along with
his 33-year-old son, Louis, the
leader of a South Philadelphia
drug gang, of plotting to kill Merlino.
According to witnesses, the
younger Turra was severely
beaten by Merlino's soldiers in
1995 for failing to pay a Mafia
street tax on his illegal earnings.

"We consider this an organized crime
assassination, a mob hit."
Police Inspector Jerrold Kane.

Angered by the beating, and convinced that the Mafia was
weakened by years of internal
strife and federal prosecutions,
he sought vengeance.
Anthony Turra was accused of
playing host to a meeting at his
house where his son and his gang
discussed killing Merlino, and of
suggesting methods they might
use to kill him.

The younger Turra was found
hanged In a prison in New York
City in January, an apparent suicide, while awaiting trial.
Since 1988, when a Jury convicted mob boss Nicodemo "Little Nicky" Scarfo and 16 associ
ates, the Philadelphia mob has
been in disarray. The last mob hit
in Philadelphia was in 199S.

Union leaders push civil rights awareness
The Associated Press

■ ELECTROCUTION

Senate votes to keep execution method
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. - Nearly a year after Florida's electric
chair spit fire the last time it was used, the Senate voted unanimously Wednesday to keep electrocution as the state's method of
execution.
The House approved the measure earlier, and Gov. Lawton
Chiles is expected to sign it.
The vote came just five days before confessed serial killer
Gerald Stano is scheduled to die in Florida's 75-year-old electric
chair.
Of the 38 states with capital punishment, only five besides
Florida require the electric chair: Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky,
Nebraska and Tennessee.
Use of the three-legged oak chair was challenged a year ago
after fire erupted during an execution. The fire eventually was
blamed on the executioners' failure to properly apply electrically conducting sponges in the chair's headpiece. The state has no
plans to get a new electric chair.
The state Supreme Court upheld use of the electric chair last
fall by a 4-3 vote.
Florida has 373 killers on death row and has executed 39 since
the U.S. Supreme Court allowed capital punishment to resume in
1976.
■ LOCKUP

Christian Slater draws attention to jail
LA VERNE, Calif. - Christian Slater's jailers say his recent
stay in their suburban lockup brought unsolicited movie scripts,
Bible-toting groupies and visits from actors Leonard Nimoy and
Mike Meyers.
"It was somewhat intriguing being in the limelight for a day or
two," Capt. Ken Swank said of the media blitz when Slater arrived Jan. 14. "Being 30 miles away from the Hollywood glitz, it
was an experience for the whole department."

LAS VEGAS - Vertis Manuel's
work to unionize his colleagues at
the New York, New York hotel
and casino earned him a mention
in a local newspaper. The next
day he was fired.
The action taken against Manuel by ARK Restaurants, a nonunion subcontractor that employs about 800 food and beverage workers assigned to the hotel, was deemed unlawful by a
National Labor Relations Board
official.
But Manuel remains out of
work, and union leaders meeting
here this week say his firing is a
too typical response by employers willing to pay the relatively low price of violating labor
laws in an effort to chill organizing efforts.
"This is the only legal right on
the books in this country that
people really exercise with fear,"
said Richard Bensinger, director
of the AFL-CIO's organizing department.
The labor movement is changing the way it thinks about organizing, encouraging union leaders
to invest more in recruitment
and trying to cast the right to join
a union as the next major civil
rights cause.

I

"We need to create a movement of outrage around what
happens to people in organizing
campaigns," Bensinger said.
Unions also are re-evaluating
recruitment tactics: Leaflettlng
plant gates and knocking on
workers' doors are no longer sufficient, organizers say. They
need to reach out to local leaders
and use the moral suasion of the
community to bolster organizing
drives.
Led by the local Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees Union, Las Vegas has become a model city for the AFLCIO. Under pressure by the
unions, employers have agreed to
forgo cumbersome NLRB elections and recognize cards signed
by workers as proof of union
support. About 9,000 new union
members have been signed up in
Las Vegas in the past 18 months.
Forty-eight percent of hotel
workers in the city are unionized,
compared with 16 percent nationwide. It's no accident, union
officials say, that they earn 19
percent more on average and
have decent health care and retirement plans.
Vice President Al Gore has
said that 5 percent of workers
who try to form unions are Tired
and has called on employers to

remain neutral during union
drives. Union leaders are looking
for similar signs of support as
President Clinton and Gore visit
the the AFL-CIO executive council here this week.
After touring a carpenter's
union hall in Las Vegas Wednesday, Clinton promised he would
veto a bill In Congress designed
to thwart organizing campaigns.
"We have to continue to fight
for the right to organize," Clinton
said.
Across the country, workers
organizing unions complain that
they face threats of reprisals.
Thomas Martin was eager to
cast a vote to join the United
Food and Commercial Workers
last August at a Smithfield hog
slaughtering plant In North Carolina. By the time he reached the
polling place, he says, his ballot
already had been cast. After
weeks of threats that the plant
would be shut down, the union
fell short In the final tally.
Then things turned ugly.
After the vote, Martin and
other pro-union workers were
forced out of the hall by clubwielding guards who dispersed
resisters with Mace.
Tom Ross, human resources
director at Smithfield, said who
initiated the hostilities was a

matter of dispute and that the
company denied the union's
charges.
Ross echoed the concerns of
many employers when he said
having a union would interfere
with employee relations.
"When you have a nonunion
atmosphere, there's a better relationship between management
and the employees," Ross said.
Some analysts say that the
National Labor Relations Act,
which was written to encourage
fairness In the unionization process, tends to frustrate union
drives. Because penalties typically amount to back pay for
workers who are unfairly penalized, employers are willing to
risk breaking the rules.
"It no longer guarantees
workers their rights," said Elaine
Bernard, director of the Harvard
Trade Union Program. "In fact, It
becomes a series of barriers over
which workers have to climb to
exercise rights that they're sup\
posed to have."
To change the equation, labor
has been working to build sups
port among local clergy and
other community leaders for organizing campaigns before they
begin.

The Department of Ethnic Studies and the
Bloch/Heskett Ethnic Arts Award Committee

UISIT

www.newloverealty.com

Invite all students who have taken or currently are
enrolled in an Ethnic Studies class to submit an
ethnically oriented art project using any art medium.
Monetary awards will be made to the three best entries.

STEAK HOUSE
tSTABLISMKO

I V 5 I

163Sooth Mlhl Street- Bowling Green 352 2595

Fall '98 Housing now
listed on the Web
Neujloue Realty Rentals

EARN CASH!
SAVE LIVES!

SUBMISSION DEADLINE IS APRIL 3,1998

Call 372-2796 for additional information and an application

Get real working
experience

Earn up to $140 per month and
help save lives at the same time
by donating Plasma.
When you make a plasma donation
you also receive a free physical
exam and free HIV testing.

SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
350 West Woodruff Avenue
Toledo, Ohio 43624
255-6772

while you still have time!
Today's Employer* Require More than a College Degree.
They demand Experience, loo Join Ihe Company Experienced in
Delivering the Complete Package.
Hiring for all •hifts.
Call (419) 891-6820
Today!
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Police given deadline on Kevorkian

Get off it.
Exercise.

The Associated Press

"This playing of
games must end."

PONTIAC, Mich. - A judge
gave prosecutors a choice
Wednesday: charge Dr. Jack Kevorkian or give him back his
"suicide machine."
Circuit Judge David Breck set
Dr. Jack Kevorkian
an April 1 deadline for Southfleld
police to bring a case to prosecutors in the Feb. 26 death of
"We just present the facts,"
21-year-old quadriplegic
Roosevelt Dawson, the youngest Harris said. "It's (Gorcyca's call)
person to die with Kevorkian's whether the case is prosecutable
under state law."
help.
James Halushka, a prosectutor
The ruling came during a hearing on Kevorkian's lawsuit accus- in Gorcyca's office, said only that
ing the police of improperly seiz- the police file is under review.
The suicide machine includes a
ing his "euthanasia device" and
other supplies, including syr- dowel with bottles of chemicals
inges and chemicals, from the hanging from it. Once a person is
hooked to an intravenous line, the
apartment where Dawson died.
Police have said they want to machine enables him to release
keep the equipment until their the deadly chemicals by pressing
review of Dawson's death is a button or flipping a switch
complete
Kevorkian has been acquitted
After Wednesday's hearing, in three trials covering five
police presented their findings to deaths. Another trial ended in a
Prosecutor David Gorcyca's of- mistrial in June.
fice without recommending
whether Kevorkian should be
Kevorkian urged authorities to
charged, Southfleld police charge him or leave him alone in
spokesman John Harris said.
Dawson's death, one of at least

Associated

PTVM

phot*

Dr. Jack Kevorkian stands with his attorney, Michael L. Odette, after a
show cause hearing in Pontiac, Mich., Wednesday.

c 1996 Pay.P*.V«w NMWOth Inc

c MCMXCVII N«* L<ne Pfoduclon*. Inc All R.ghl R«Mrv«d

Showing all month on Channels 55 & 1, only on Pay-Per-View.

100 suicides he has taken part in.
"This playing of games must
end," he said. "This inquisition
we're in the grips of must be
loosened. Otherwise, we're in the
dark ages."

Dawson had been paralyzed
and unable to breathe without a
ventilator after a virus attacked
his spinal cord. He died in his
mother's apartment hours after a
judge rejected a hospital's bid to
have him committed.

OOLBLECOMM

Pay-Per-View It! •»

-*"——-—

Check Us Out on The Web: http://www.ppv.com

High Flying Pole Pounding Action!

CULTURE
Continued from page one.
lege media services is a good way
to begin a career as a journalist.
She said if a student is In the
broadcast or print sequence, they
should explore opposite fields as
well.
' "If you cant write In the busi-

ness then forget about it," she
said. "The time Is now to get as
much diverse experience as you
can."
During the discussion, the panelists were asked whether they
thought it was worth it to conform to the mainstream media.
"If nobody would conform than

EAT
Lenhart Grand Ballroom and its
entrance is free.
(Titian booth in the Union foyer, a
As an extension of the Nutriseries of events will be taking tion month, a health fair will be
place.
taking place April 2, in the Union
i On March 24, the Center for foyer.
Wellness and Prevention will be
Throughout the month of
co-sponsoring the "Eaten Alive" March, the Student Health
group, who will be performing an Center and the Center for Welloriginal theatrical presentation, ness and Prevention will also be
addressing the emotional impact giving presentations with peer
of eating disorders. The per- consultants addressing the issue
formance will take place in the of eating disorders.
Continued from page one.

CPR

can keep your love alive

we would see no African AmeriThere's a difference between
cans in the media," Marlene "selling out" and being a profesHarris-Taylor, WBGU-TV public sional, Allen said He said as a
relations director, said.
professional a person is required
Harris-Taylor said in any field to act a certain way.
there is conformity and if
anyone, minority or not, wants to
"As long as you feel that you
succeed they have to conform to aren't selling yourself out, then
the standard.
you're not," he said.

Prison guards deny
staging inmate fights
The Associated Press
FRESNO, Calif. - Eight prison
guards pleaded innocent
Wednesday to charges of staging
gladiator-style fights between
rival gang inmates.
U.S. Magistrate Sandra Snyder
ordered the guards to return to
court March 30 for a prut rial
hearing.
All eight worked at Corcoran
State Prison, which has been
under scrutiny since an inmate

fight resulted in the fatal shooting of convicted rapist Preston
Tate at the hands of a guard in
1994. The shooting in a maximum-security area for problem
inmates was caught by security
cameras and broadcast on television news.
Although the state attorney
general's office found no evidence of wrongdoing, a federal
grand jury returned an indictment against the corrections
officers on Feb. 26.

CHEERLEAP1NG
INFO NIGHT

Zl**f r«A«t»

London $233
Madrid $251
Rome $293
Pan's $233

*****
v, rmngstd rating for
the CREF Stock Account,
CREF Global Equities Account.
CREF Equity Inden Account,
and CREF Growth Account-

TONIGHT
&A RM 116
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—Money Magazine. January 1998

AAA
-S&P and Moody's
rating for TIAA""

9:00

(HI (■»€•■•• Mr>MI»*l
l«->i«l FukMt*

"...America's
Top Pension Fund."

-William Ravdin, TIAA-CRFF Participant

ANYONE MAY APPLY

HIGH MARKS FROM
MORNINGSTAR, S&P, MOODY'S,
MONEY MAGAZINE AND BILL.

FALL 1998 AVAILABLE HOUSING
VISIT OUR WEBSITE: http://www.newloverealty.com

WE

Some Housing To Choose From:

take ■ lot ol pride in fining high nwki

from ihi* major rating lervice*. Mm the fa i
m, were equally proud "I the ratings we get evety

•709 Fifth Street: 2bdrm/2bath
•801-803 Fifth Street: 2bdrm
•309 High Street: 2bdrm, free heat, water, sewer

With TIAA-CREF.you'll get the right choices —
and the dedication—to helpyouachic\c a lifetime

ensuring ihe Imanctal luturesot the education and

ol financial goals. The leading experts agree.

research community is something that goes beyond

So does BUI
Kind out how TIAA-CREF can help you build a

We became the WOrldl largCSl retirement organixaiion by. oll'cfing people -i w We range ol sound

•507 East Merry Street: 2 bdrm across from Campus

insurance and mutual lund industries."

*l.i\ Irom our part* ipants. Because ai TIAA-CRKK

Man and numbera.

•702 Fourth Street: 2bdrm w/2 car garage

operating expenses that are among the lowest in the

investments, a <ommitment IOsuperior service, and

comlortable. financially secure tomorrow.
Visit our Web site at www.ciaa-cref.org or call
us at I 800 842-2776

•824 Sixth Street: 2 bdrm, free heat, water, sewer
•843 Sixth Street: 2 bdrm/2 bath

Ensuring the future
lor those who shape it.

•850 Scott Hamilton Street: 2 bdrm close to campus
•836 Scott Hamilton Street: 2 bdrm duplex
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Tight On Funds?
Split it With a Friend

FREE'

Turkey Club Supermelt I
With the purchase of
another Supermelt

This coupon cannot be used with any other discount or
promotional ofler Only one coupon per item per visit
"Tax additional where applicable 60IH
1027 N. Main ST.
Bowling Green

Qfortdfy's

Expires 5/9/96

Read The BG flew/ everyday

KAMIKAZES
o0<o

o**

]& and over

*t
Tues:
Ladies Night
Weds:
Ka.roke
Thurs:
$1.00 Pitchers
We want to be your Friday
afternoon destination after class.
Start your weekend out right at:
Kamikazes
^
Fridays 2-5 pm *^>£ j»ft
25* Prafts
*^»fy

Sodium Fraa • Chamlcal Fraa
• Natural Hydratlon
• Sarvlcaal and Sanltliad Dally
• NAM A Appf ov.d
• Opan 24 Hour*
• s.M Sana B.Y.O.i.
• Ovar 300 Lecallona

Wdiermill
Express
Look lot I ha IMIa Walanril'a til ovar town

NEWIPVE
Rentals
Visit our Website:
kttp://www.newleverealty.com
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BGS FINEST

•7(19 5th: 2 lidrm/2

II;I|II

•801-803 5th: 2 hdrm
•30" High: 2 hdrm free beat,
«;iK'r. lewer
•702 4th: 2 hdrm »/2 CSV
Range
•507 K. Miirr\: 2 lidrm across
from ('iinipus

FOX RUN APARTMJ
• 2 large bedrooms,
fully furnished or unfurnished
• 1 1/2 balhs
• washer and dryer in each unit
• dishwasher and microwave
• walk-in closets, extra storage
• self-defrost refrigerators
• self-cleaning range
• deadbolts tor safety, patio doors

Clough

•H24 fish: 2 Ixlrm free beat,
water* sewer

K Fox Run
McDonald's

Pizza 1
1 Hul 1

•S4.» 6th: 2 hdrm/2 bath
•850 Sell Hamilton: 2 hdrm
dose to Campus

E Woosler
I
S
0)

•836 Sioll Hamilton
2 hdrm duplex

CAMPUS

VISIT OIK OFFICE TOR

• gas heat • electric, central air •
• individually metered utilities •
• cable TV and phone in each room •
• fully insulated 6" walls '
• brick exterior and hallways •
• soundproofed • fireproofed •

COMPLETE LISTING FOR
UNDERGRAUATE, GRADUATE &
PROFESSIONAL HOUSING!
OR VISIT OUR NEW WEBSITE

Preferred Properties
530 S. Maple • Hours 8-4:30 • 352-9378

"Call-Well meet you there."
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa
(Indoor pool, whirlpool, sauna, locker room, weight room, tanning)

No Parental Guarantees

sale. Nike has announced that it will have to lay off workers as a result of its setbacks.

Nike experiences setbacks
The Associated Press

C*U I «(HI» «» toft IM£ lOCATtONWAHtSI YOU'

T>3 E. Woostrrr

The Nike campus in Beaverton, Ore., seems calm despite the recent profit losses due to a decrease in

328 South Main St.
(our only office)
352-5620

tU

BEAVERTON, Ore. - Nike just
isn't doing it anymore.
After spending millions to put
its swoosh logo on sports stars
from Michael Jordan to Tiger
Woods and enjoying annual
growth of 35 percent over the
last three years, the shoe manufacturer has hit a wall.
Nike announced a 69 percent
drop in profits Wednesday, the
second straight quarterly decline, and said it would lay off
1,600 workers.
The setbacks are the latest for
a company hurt by the Asian
crisis, a glut of high-priced shoes
lingering on store shelves, and a
growing sentiment among America's youth that the ubiquitous
swoosh is no longer cool.
Kaytee Fuqua, IS, didn't think
much of the sneaker maker. "The
people I hang out with all wear
Adidas," she said as she waited at
a bus stop down the street from
Portland's Niketown.
In a nearby food court, 28-yearold Jim Terry recalled that when
he was a boy, "I couldn't wait to
become a size 3 so I could get my
first pair of Nikes."
But now, he said, "the market's
saturated. So many people are
wearing Nike all the time it
doesn't have the same allure that
it used to."
Analysts agreed.
"Nike kind of overswooshed
the market," said Brenda Gall,
who follows the company at Merrill Lynch in New York. "There
was too much sameness in products. Consumers got bored."
What started out in the 1970s as
a rebellious upstart, with chairman Phil Knight selling his waf-

"Nike kind of overswooshed the market."
Brenda Gall
Merrill Lynch

Fuqua said Nike has a bad reputation with her teen-age friends
"because they work little kids."
Nike already has changed its
slogan from the determined
"Just Do It" to the more optimistic "I Can" as it looks to maintain
its current 47 percent share of
the athletic footwear market in
the United States. Reebok has 16
percent and Adidas 6 percent.
"I think they're looking for
ways to improve the strategy
they've had," said John Horan,
publisher of Sporting Goods Intelligence, an industry newsletter in Glen Mills, Pa. "It may not
be as innovative as it was four to
five years ago."

fle-soled running shoes out of the
back of his car, has become a $9
billion-a-year behemoth
But the company has become
viewed by many shoe-buying
teens as a synonym for corporate
America, and their views are beginning to show up on the bottom
line.
Nike said its third-quarter
profits were down to $73.1 million from $237.1 million a year
ago - a drop per share from 80
cents to 25 cents - while global
footwear revenues were down 16
percent and future orders were
down 9 percent worldwide.
Nike's biggest hit will be to its
22,000-strong workforce, which
will be reduced by 7 percent.
That will cost the company between $125 million and $175 million in severance pay, buyouts
and pension plans, but Knight
expressed confidence that the
layoffs will leave Nike "leaner
and more competitive."
"In spirit, Nike remains a company that is about to change,"
Knight said.
Nike's image-is-everything
marketing machine also was
stung by a series of scandals to
hit professional sports - at the
heart of its advertising strategy
- and persistent criticism of
working conditions in factories
run by Third World subcontractors.

Nonetheless, analysts expect
Nike to bounce back from its
latest woes after it downsizes and
unloads excess inventory, which
may take until the end of the year
for its Asian markets.
But the future still depends to a
large degree on Nike's advertising skill, Horan said, and
whether their stable of celebrity
athletes can pull their weight
with shoppers.
"If they can turn Michael Jordan into a brand that lives on
after he retires, and Tiger Woods
rums into the international Icon
people think he can be, sure,
they've got lots of options,"
Horan said.
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^clVNew Release

$8.32-$8.50 per hour
Major medical, life and dental benefits
Educational Assistance
Paid Holidays and Vacations
Must possess a high school diploma or equivalent
Must possess a valid drivers license
Must be able to lift 701bs. consistently
Pre-employment drug testing

CD ONLY

$12.99

CASS. ONLY

NOTE: IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
ON THE NIGHT SHIFT!!!!

$"j OFF COUPON T $2

Candidates may apply between the hours of 8:30 am-4 pm
or 11:30 pm-2:00 am. Monday thru Friday at:

BAX GLOBAL
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Swanton, OH 43558
(419)867-9911
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/$ SPORTS

Sports Editor
Jason McMahon
372-2602

BG baseball team off to hot start
doubleheader against Eastern
Kentucky.
Over last week's spring break,
the Falcons traveled to the Pepsi
Johnny Quik Classic in Fresno,
California.
Playing six
games in a
stretch of six
ByTODMcCLOSKEY
days, BG was
The BG News
able to post a
4-2 record to
Though spring doesn't actually capture third
start for another week, the Bowl- place overall
ing Green baseball team took it against some
upon themselves to get spring well-respected'
Schmitz
fever going.
teams. BG curThe Falcons started the season rently holds the best Midwith a bang, racking up 21 runs American Conference record at
in their first two games in a 7-2.

Q BG completes its
spring trip with a strong
showing in Fresno and
now stand at 7-2 overall.

"I think any time you come
back .500 or better, it's a good
spring trip," coach Dan Schmitz
said. "Especially this year with
the Pepsi Johnny Quik Classic in
Fresno, that was an excellent
tournament. There were some
outstanding teams out there."
The two Falcon losses were in
the second and third games of the
tournament against Indiana State
and Virgina Tech, respectively.
In the fourth game, BG trailed
Evansville by three runs going
into the ninth inning. Senior Jay
Harrington hit a two-run linedrive home run that topped a
three-run Falcon ninth to tie the
game at six. Sophomore Matt
Best then gave the Falcons the

win with a two-run homer in the but with the competition out
there - that's a pretty good actenth.
Another highlight for BG in the complishment, especially that
tournament came the following we're just getting started."
BG junior southpaw Jeff Hundnight. In their fifth tournament
game, the Falcon? were able to ley was one of only two pitchers
beat host school Fresno State 5-4 named to the All-Tournament
with 3,405 cheering Bulldog fans team. Hundley, the only Falcon
named to the team, was named
present.
BG, Purdue, Fresno State and the MAC pitcher of the week for
Winthrop all had 3-2 records en- his two tournament wins, pitchtering the last day of the tourna- ing 14.1 innings.
With such a positive start to the
ment. Fresno State won the tournament tie-breaker for allowing season, the Falcons still rethe fewest runs of the four member what happened last
season. In 1997 BG started out
teams.
"We went out there and played 6-0, before dropping four
very well. I thought the team straight, en route to a 24-27 overcame together," senior Brian all record and 13-17 in the MAC.
"This year's team is a lot more
Cannon said. "We came back 4-2,

"You don't want to start thinking, 'you know the spring trip's
over, we had a good spring trip,
and we can beat anybody', because in baseball you can be beat
any day," Cannon said. "So you
have to keep the intensity up and
compete every day."

The Associated Press

By WILLIAM SANDERSON
The BG News
Like many college students,
the BG mens' tennis team spent
spring break in Florida, but their
trip was all business.
Bowling Green lost to nationally-ranked Florida International
6-1 on March 10 and Central Florida 5-2 on March 12. Despite losing, the Falcons made a strong
showing against national-level
teams.
Ryan Gabel accounted for the
only Falcon singles victory
against Florida International's
Luis Rodriguez. The senior cocaptain barely won the first set
7-6 before rolling 6-2 In the second set.
BG's only other win came in
No. 3 doubles. Milan Ptak and
Matt Wiles beat Rodriguez and
Emmitt Braxton 8-2.
The Falcons did have a couple
of close calls. In No. 4 singles,
Wiles forced Braxton to a third
set before falling 6-2, 1-6, 6-3.
Radu Bartan and Gabel nearly
won 1st singles, losing 8-6.
With Florida International
winning two out of three doubles
matches, it won the doubles point
to go along with its other five
singles points.
The Falcons started off the
same way against Central Florida, with a No. 3 doubles win.
Brandon Gabel and Dave Anderton blanked UCFs Pelle Brunskog and Sigmund Mart is 8-0.
However, Central would win
the other two doubles matches
and the doubles point.

r^

Tennis

Ptak would win his No. 2 singles match 6-2,6-2. Anderton won
No. 6 singles in a tight three-set
match 7-S, 4-6,7-5.
With as tough a schedule as the
team has had in a long time, the
Falcons are looking toward the
start of their Mid-American Conference schedule.
"We lost to two of the toughest
teams in on our schedule," BG
coach Jay Harris said. "If we can
compete against them, we know
we can compete against other
MAC schools."

*

Upcoming schedule
Bowling Green will have two
more tough non-conference
matches before they start the
MAC season. They will play
against Texas-El Paso Saturday
evening and at Louisville next
Tuesday.
The Texas-El Paso match will
take place at a neutral site in
Columbus. The starting time is
scheduled for 7 p.m.
The match against Louisville is
scheduled for 2 p.m.
BG will begin its MAC schedule March 27 at Toledo. They will
not play a home match until April
9 against Youngstown State.

k
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Miles Simon dunks during Arizona's practice Wednesday in Anaheim. The Wildcats will continue to
defend their title when they take on Maryland tonight.

Indians' Ramirez slops clubhouse attendant
The Associated Press
KISSIMMEE, Fla. - Manny Ramirez
did not travel with the Cleveland Indians
on Wednesday as the team sorted out an
altercation between the right fielder and
a clubhouse attendant.
Ramirez reportedly slapped assistant
clubhouse manager Tom Foster after being told that he could not remove two
bats from the equipment room. The

altercation took place about two hours
after the Indians lost 8-4 to the Tampa
Bay Devil Rays on Tuesday.
"From what I understand, there was an
altercation," general manager John Hart
said. "It was an isolated incident. We've
addressed it internally."
Ramirez, a free spirit and club clown
who has been known to jokingly tap
teammates on the back of the head, apparently went overboard this time. Hart

would not say whether Ramirez was punished. Ramirez didn't make the trip
Wednesday to play the Atlanta Braves
due to a pulled quadriceps muscle, Hart
said.
He had a rough day defensively on
Tuesday and may have been frustrated
by several tough balls being hit in the
corner that he did not play perfectly.
Hargrove had a talk with him about his
defense after the game.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

Ramirez, batting .435 with five homers
and 15 RBIs this spring, is being tried in
the cleanup spot with David Justice third
and Jim Thome fifth. He has appeared
focused and committed to improving his
defense and baserunning, only to derail
his progress with the clubhouse incident.
"He has been great," Hart said. He has
made great strides this spring. I think as
the year goes on, he's going to assume a
greater ability to play consistently."

Come sign up today!
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Ridge Manor Apartments
Frazce Ave. Apartments
Easl Merry Ave. Apartments (522 Full)
Field Manor Apartments

• 3 bedroom/2baths
• Furnished
• Close to Campus
UnllM4S-72 N.wly R.mod.l.d lor Fill 1W« A/C. N*w CarpM, and fii.pl*

808 Frazee Avenue
Newly Constructed for Fall "1998
3 Bedroom. Furnished. A/C & Fireplaces

Mercer Manor Apartments

Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!

(across from Taco Bell)

Fan 1998 List? Now Available

(903,907,915,921,929,935 Thuretin)

u

John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster

UNITS GOING FAST!

Columbia Court Apartments

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

354-2260

TAMPA Fla. - Warren Sapp
signed the richest deal for a defensive player in NFL history today with a contract extension
with Tampa Bay worth just over
$36 million.
The six-year agreement, which
includes a signing bonus of more
than $8 million, eclipses the total
value of a deal free agent Dana
Stubblefleld received from the
Washington Redskins last month
by $50,000.
It makes Sapp, 25, the second
highest-paid defensive player In
average annual salary behind
Minnesota's John Randle, an unrestricted free agent who got
$32.5 million over five years to
remain with the Vikings.
Randle, who got a $10 million
signing bonus, will earn an average of $6.5 million per season.
Sapp's deal averages just over $6
million per year.
The Bucs, who had about $11.3
million remaining under the salary cap, had a self-imposed deadline of this week to reach a deal
with the Pro Bowl tackle or let
him play the final season of a
four-year contract for the $1.1
million he was scheduled to earn
in 1998.
"Extending Warren's contract
was our number one off-season
priority," Bucs general manager
Rich McKay said. "It's nice to
have it out of the way."
Agent Drew Rosenhaus said
Sapp would receive about $20
million in the first three years of
the contract, including base salaries of $1.95 million for 1998,
$2.5 million in 1999 and $5.5 million in 2000.
The signing bonus is $50,000
more than Studdlefleld received
from the Redskins, but nearly $2
million less than the Vikings
gave Randle
"It's the highest contract extension ever awarded, the
highest signing bonus ever given
to a contract extension. The Buccaneers did a great job of getting
it done ... It's amazing that for a
guy who had a year left on his
contract, he got a free agent contract"

FALL 1998 LEASING

(Too many to list)

IOIMI HOUSING
OPPOftTuNlTV

So far those goals have turned
Into a three-game winning
streak.

Sapp inks
record deal
with Bucs

Netters fall short
on Florida trip

t£i

focused on what we want to do,"
Harrington said. "We started off
the season knowing what our
goals were going to be for the
season. We decided we're going
to come out and focus on one
game at a time."

/

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. (9 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
Saturday (9 a.m. - 1 p.m.)

One of BG's Newest Complexes
3 bedrooms/2 full baths, A/C, Fireplaces, ^Microwaves

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

^w

GREENBRIAR, INC.
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Drexler to coach alma mater
The Associated Press
HOUSTON - Clyde Drexler
has a new job, and he hasn't even
left his old one.
Drexler, a member of Houston's Phi Slama Jama dunking
fraternity of the 1980s, returned
to his alma mater Wednesday as
coach of the Cougars.
"I love the Cougars and I think
we have a great opportunity to
bring back the excitement and
the success Cougar basketball
enjoyed during my college playing days," Drexler said. "This is
a new chapter in my career and a
new challenge, but I'm ready for
It."
The 10-time NBA All Star will
finish out the season with the
Houston Rockets before taking
over for the fired Alvin Brooks,
who in five years had only one
winning season.
The school scheduled a 6 p.m.
EST news conference to formally
announce Drexler as its new
coach
Drexler, one of the SO greatest
players in NBA history, signed a
five-year contract with a base
salary of $150,000, although he
could earn much more through
incentives.
Drexler and his current Houston Rockets teammate Hakeem
Olaju won led the Phi Slama Jama
fraternity that entertained fans
with their dunking performances
and went to the Final Four three
straight years, in 1982 and 1983

Sports Briefs

with Drexler and In 1984 without
him.
The Cougars, under coach Guy
V. Lewis, had a 59-8 record in
Drexler's final two seasons, but
Drexler will find a different atmosphere when he finishes his
NBA career.
Houston hasn't been in the
NCAA tournament since it lost to
Georgia Tech in the first round
of the 1992 Midwest Regional
under Pat Foster.
"Clyde will succeed as our
head coach," athletic director
Chet Gladchuk said. "His personal and professional endeavors
illustrate success in whatever
the challenge."
Drexler hired two former Cougar players as assistant coaches,
Reid Gettys, a member of the
Cougars' three Final Four teams
of the 1980s, and George Walker,
who played for the Cougars in
1975-1979.
Gettys has been working as an
attorney in Houston and serving
as color commentator on I'll
broadcasts.
Drexler has no coaching experience but doesn't see it as a
problem.
"IVe been a student of the
AiMclatee Prril photo
game and I went from playing
under one legend in college (Guy Clyde Drexler was named as Ihe University of Houston's head coach
Lewis) straight to another legend Wednesday. Drexler will finish the NBA season before assuming the
(Jack Ramsay) with the Portland position at his alma mater.
Trail Blazers," Drexler said.
"I would think I'd have all the
essentials you need to be a coach
after that."

Sprewell charged with reckless driving
MARTINEZ, Calif. - Suspended basketball star Latrell
Sprewell was charged today with reckless driving stemming
from a car crash that injured two people, the district attorney's
office said.
The Golden State Warriors guard, suspended for attacking
Warriors coach P.J. Carlesimo, faces 30 days in jail on the misdemeanor charge.
Sprewell Is accused of Injuring two people after driving 90
mph and slamming his car into another vehicle as he tried to
swerve back onto a freeway from an exit lane. He struck sand
barrels and smashed his 1997 Mercedes into a Toyota Corolla,
which flipped when both cars crashed into a concrete wall,
Kroeger said.
Sprewell was unhurt, but the two people in the other vehicle ~
Arnulfo Perlas, 54, and Irma Feliciano, S3 - sustained minor injuries.

UM receives permission to interview Amaker
ANN ARBOR, Mich. - Michigan has received permission from
Seton Hall to talk to basketball coach Tommy Amaker about the
Wolverines coaching job.
Seton Hall athletic director Sue Regan said in a statement
released Wednesday that Michigan officials had requested permission to talk to Amaker and Seton Hall had agreed to it.
"However, we are confident that the commitments made by
Seton Hall and by Tommy Amaker are for the long term," she
said.

Cuban defectors may be lost at sea
MIAMI - Joy over the arrival of the latest Cuban baseball
player to make it to the United States was tempered by news that
four others and a coach trying to defect are feared missing at
sea.
As the Cuban exile community in Miami celebrated the arrival
Tuesday of Orlando Hernandez, who'fled the island in December
and is headed to spring training with the New York Yankees, a
spokesman for Hernandez's agent said another group left Cuba
on March 10 and hasn't been heard from since.
The four players - all former members of the Cuban national
team - and a pitching coach left in a flimsy boat a week ago, said
Rene Guim, a spokesman for Miami sports agent Joe Cubas.
Cubas received a call last week from worried family members
who said they hadn't heard from the men.

^#The word's out on BG's
^preferred Internet service.
~\9-y
And lots of folks
£.
are racing to join.

American dies from ultimate fighting bout
KIEV, Ukraine - An American died Wednesday of injuries
sustained in a bout of no-holds-barred "ultimate fighting," a mix
of martial arts, wrestling and boxing.
Douglas Dedge, 31, of Chipley, Fla., was hospitalized Monday
night afer collapsing in the ring. He died of severe brain injuries,
said Petro Spasichenko, chief emergency ward doctor at Kiev's
Institute of Neurosurgery.
Dedge, who is survived by a wife and five children, had founded a school to teach the sport in Enterprise, Ala., said Danny Ray,
a close friend who traveled with him to Ukraine.
Ray said the fight lasted less than five minutes.
Dedge, on the mat, had taken a series of punches to the head
but was still "defending himself well" when the referee halted
the fight, Ray said. Dedge stood up, but collapsed a few seconds
later and was not breathing.
compiled from wire reports

So ... what are YOU waiting for?
DACOR Computer Systems
BG's preferredInternet provider
519 W. Wooster St., Bowling Green
352.3568 sales@dacor.com www.dacor.net

DACOR

PIZZA • 3 GREAT CRUSTS -SUPER SUBS • BUFFALO WINGS • BREADSTIX

DOMINO'S
DELIVERS
$5.55 MENU
• LUNCH • DINNER • LA TE NIGHT-

m

353-MEGA

(AST FRIENOLY FREE DELIVERY -NOBODY HAS OUR PREMIUM QUALITY & VARIETY

$5.55 STUDENT VALUE MENU
-ORDER BY NUMBEROLarge Cheese Pizza
MEGA DEAL
©Medium 1-Topping Pizza & 1 Coke
•Small 2-Topping Pizza & 1 Coke
$899
©10 Wings, Breadstix & 1 Coke
Any Sin Pizza with
ua tat Itama
•1 Footlong Sub & 1 Coke
<CMIaraMaai)
•Cheesybread, 5-Piece Wings & 1 Coke
•Small Cheese Pizza & 5-Piece Wings
•Small Cheese Pizza & 1 order of Cheesybread
ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS 99c
• CHOOSE FROM 3 GREAT CRUSTS •
Handtossed, Thincrust, or Deep Dishio««p i>sn Emra

HIGHLAND]
h

MANAGEMENT

1

G.LJANE

130 E Wiinpon Sora. Bowling Cm, Ohio

419 354-6036
The Highland* - Gradual*
housing. One bedroom . Laundry
facilities in building. A/C, Ouiatl
From $410/mo. For more into, call
354-6036

Friday, March 20th, 1998
and Saturday, March 21st, 1998

TWO THUMBS UP!

Jay-Mar Apt*. Quiet housing.
Spacious, laundry facilities in
building, A/C, Gas heat. Start at
S510'mo 12 mo lease.
Call 354-6036 tor a showing.

Questions? Call 372-7164

Additional Sites to Choose from:
LIBERTY STREET, THE FARM,

SuMMrr

ADD TO ANY SPECIAL
A) 4 Breadstix & Sauce 99c
C) 2 Cans of Coke 99c
B) New Cheesybread S1.99
D) 5-Piece Wings S1.99
1 616 E Wooster
Greenwood Center

GO FALCONS #1

HURRY UP!!!
DON'T MISS OUT ON THE BEST
APARTMENTS IN BG!!!
2 Bedroom units still available at:
710 & 730 Scott Hamilton
641 & 702 Third
839 Fourth
LEASES STARTING AT $440/mo.

FREE HEAT, WATER, & SEWER!!!
CALL OR STOP BY TODAY!
Mid Am Manor
641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG
352-4380
L •.

t

J

HILL.

We'll lake care ol you. Best
price, well maintained, privacy
and deadbolt security, large
apartments. 24-hr Maintenance.

'VVAAAWWv</v<A-\'*V^^^

Help Wanted
—&—
SALMON

Call:

limn
or apply in person at:
5630
Airport Highway
Toledo

I

1
1

HIGHLAND

^ MANAGEMENT

Wi KNT VIDEOS • Largest Cokecnon ol
Spanish videos • Hundreds of
Children s videos • Comedy
445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat: 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

Th* Hom**t**d - Gradual*
Housing One and two bedroom,
AC. on-sile laundry, ceramic tile,
soundproof construction, dishwashers, skylights, vaulted
ceilings. 354-6036.

111 Olscamp$2.00
8:00 p.m. & 11:00p.m.

Alternative Clothing • boring Wear
• Beaded/Hemp Jewelry • Imported
Cigars • Clove Cigarettes • Incense •
Unique Candles • Tapestries • Stickers
• Posters • 200* Tees • Patchwork
;
Pants • Ha« Gutter (gold A siver) 4
others* Body Partners < 100%
guarantee) • Hok Coloring

>

DEADLINE EXTENDED!

S.O.L.D.
The deadline for the S.O.L.D.
Student Leader of the Year
and Advisor of the Year
nominations & applications
has been extended to Friday,
March 27. Forms should be
returned to S.O.L.D. at 450
Student Services.
Call 372-0244
for more information.

DEADLINE EXTENDED!

i. i, i i I I I r i

J—* Apartment living
NOT
what you expected?
•Summer 1998 and Fall 1998 Leasing!
•Summer leases starting at 6 weeks
•utilities included
'•space available immediately
•no rent payments during school breaks
•semester leases
•close to campus
i*on-site laundry facility

Call Newman Housing
|for details on hassle-free living!
354-2191
f~
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* BGSU's Weekly Entertainment Section *
Make yourself
a hero in BG
You will never see your
picture on a hundred dollar bill, you won't find any
epiphany In this article
and I am not Hamlet.
Still, everyone has
dreams of becoming something great. We're all In
college to get an education
and make an impact on
society, and most people
think there's something
great about that.
Having a dream is nothing more than having a
dream. It's how you go
about providing hope for
that dream. Guy Plciotto
once said, "Hope is just a
rope to hang yourself
with." So why do college
students hope to become
something great?
With all due respect,
there probably won't be
any Bill Gates, Malcolm
X's, or Jack Kerouacs coming out of Bowling Green.
Many of us will get decent
jobs because of our education, but none of us will
truly make an Impact on
society. None of us will be
a hero.
This is because too
many students are trying
to emulate past literary,
hippie and other activist
movements. Trying to write
like the beat poets, or
smoking loads of pot like
the hippies isn't anything
new to this world. It's been
done.
In order for something
to make an impact, it has
to have never been done
before. People still clinging
onto tired practices are
going to have a hard time
being remembered as anything other than a number.
Are we in college Just to get
an education? No.
All of us, including me.
have a dream to make an
impact on some aspect of
society. But this impact
can never be made in the
shadow of lost leaders.
These dreams can be
attributed to the lack of
present day heroes in our
society. When I was about
twelve. I told my dad I
. wanted to be Jack Kerouac
when I grew up. Well I'm
grown up now. and I still
want to be Jack Kerouac.
but how can 1 become a
man who was a hero for
his own movement?
I will never be Hamlet.
Jack Kerouac or Malcolm
X mainly because as great
as these heroes are. they're
not realistic ones. They are
people who made an
. impact on their own generation. Our generation doesn't have the same social or
historical context in which
to apply these figures. We
need our own heroes to
define our own generation.
If you ask a typical college student who they look
up to in literature, music,
and society, they'll probably mention someone from
the distant past. One
might say, "Man I really
connect with Jerry Garcia's
music." This person may
"connect" with Garcia, but
why do they feel that the
hippie generation has anything to do with our gener* See HERO, page N-3
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Free music at
Moore Center
A number of concerts will be presented this week at the
" Moore Musical Arts
Center. Tonight the fl
University's
-- Percussion Chamber Ensemble
will present a free concert at 8
p.m. in Kobacker Hall.
Friday at 8 p.m. the BGSU
W Symphonic Band, conducted by

Paul Newman and
Susan Sarandon star
in the new mysterythriller Twilight."

Ray of Light, Madonna's
latest and most confident
album, is reviewed in this
week's Sound Parade
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Undergrad art show
displays diversity
By WESLEY SMITH
The BG News

Tommy Lee Jones reprises his role as Chief Deputy Marshal Samuel Gerard
in pursuit of Mark Sheridan (Wesley Snipes) in "U.S. Marshals"

'Marshals' fails to live
up to its predecessor
By TOM DENK
The BG News
"U.S. Marshalsattempts the rare
movie spin-off. hailing from the
Harrison Ford
blockbuster "The
Fugitive."
Like its predecessor, this
movie follows the arrest of a
man. his amazing escape from
the law and a fast-paced pursuit of the fugitive who fights
not only his followers but others who plot against him.
Tommy Lee Jones returns
as Chief Deputy Marshal
Samuel Gerard. The obsessive
ultra-proflclcnt Gerard hunts
former government operative
Mark Sheridan (We ley
Snipes) from the murky backwaters of the Ohio River to
more civilized, but equally
chaotic, locations in New York

City.
The action of "U.S.
Marshals" is compelling and
abundant, but the movie tails
to back character emotion
with character motivation,
One knock against Tommy
Lee Jones and ultimately "U.S.
Marshals" is that he cannot
carry a movie (as supported
by "Volcano"). Perhaps, n
would be better to say just
like every other actor, he cannot carry a less -than stellar
script. Some members of the
audience may feel compelled
to shout. "Okay, this man can
quickly shout orders, move
on!"
The curse of this film is
that it tries to follow it's parent, but lacks thai film's star.
Imagine "Batman" sequels
without Batman. The formula
is one for disappointment.
II viewed by itself, "U.S.
Marshals" can be an enjoy-

U.S. Marshals
Woodland Mall Cinema 5
Starring: Tommy Lee Jones,
Wesley Snipes
NOW says: Poor script, tired
plot harm an otherwise enjoyable movie

••
1 star: |usl go to the oar
2 atara: go to trie bar first
3 atara: movie, then bar
4 aura: movie, then movie again

able, riveting ride. However,
audiences will inherently and
Justifiably view this movie as a
sequel, not a spin-off. The plot
is recycled the acting is under
the oppressive thumb of an
underdeveloped script.
These and other inevitable
comparisons to *T"he Fugitive"
help prevent this film from
fulfilling its potential,

Diversified would be a fitting
description of this year's
Annual Undergraduate Art &
Design Exhibitions.
The show, which has been
on display since March 1 in
the University's Dorothy Uber
Bryan and Willard
Wankelman Galleries, features
a wide array of styles and
artists ranging from the average to the bizarre.
The main Jurors for this
year's show were Steve Smith,
chair of the Defiance College
department of art and Linda
Ames-Bell of the University of
Toledo.
Smith, who noted that
University students have
always been strong in drawing, said he was more than
impressed with this year's
show.
"(I) was almost ready to ask
some of these people if they'd
like to come to our (Defiance)
gallery and put on
a one-man show."
he said.
Works at the
exhibitions ranged
in style from
ceramics to computer art and
video painting to line drawings. Craig Carpenter's
"pEEk." for example, is a
video/audio montage featuring Rodney Dangerfleld oneliners being played over
graphically violent scenes
from such movies as
Goodfellas and Casino. The
piece ends with a pulse detector slowly coming to a halt as
gun shots blast in the background.
M.iviiini Fujiki was awarded first place In painting for
her work "Portraits of Sunil
.l.tiiy. Dan Cook and Noah
Ruthem." She shows in her
painting three different pairs
of shoes as representaUve
portraits of her subjects.
According to Fujiki, who
admits having a fascination
with shoes, someone's
footwear can tell volumes
about their character.
"Campus Crusade," award-

ed first-place for a print. Is
meant to reflect the popular
campus religious movement,
according to artist Michael B.
Johnson.
Johnson said the movement is the "craze of the '90's"
and that "people are not seeing what they are doing."
Other award winners
include Heidi Kropf for her
peaceful and somber
"Solitude" and Ben Moeller for
his exquisitely detailed drawing "Seated Girl."
Immediately upon entering
the Dorothy Uber Bryan
Gallery, the viewer Is confronted with "Self-Portrait In .
Red." Greg Genlusz' devilish
rendering of himself. His
sculpture "Life" is equally
interesting, being a hodgepodge of wood, glass, metal
parts, valves and long, winding pieces of glass. Nine Inch
Nails prop or drug paraphernalia? It's up to the viewer to
decide.
Similar wildly creative
works Include Lisa Bulten's
"Choices: Between the
Screws" and Ryan Horvath's
"S(P)oiled." Horvath's piece
features nipple-like balloons
expelling water into a basin
on the floor.
"The Politicians New
Clothes" by Candice
Dangerfleld Is a wardrobe
made of newspaper clippings
that hangs from the ceiling
emblazoned with the words
"Love my country. Fear my
government."
Long live variety!
The Annual Undergraduate
Art and Design Exhibitions
showcases some of the
University's most talented and
creative artists and should be
seen to be believed. It will run
until March 25.

Popular culture library benefits from 'Star Trek' donation
The Star ship Enterprise has
landed at Bowling Green State
University. A toy replica of the
space ship is among Items in a
siilisi.mii.il collection of "Star
Trek" memorabilia which have
been given to the University's
popular culture library by an
Illinois woman.
"We have received some
Star Trek' material In the

past, but we have never had a
donation like this in terms of
quantity, scope or depth." said
Alison Scott, head of the popular culture library.
"All together in a body,
these items represent a cultural phenomenon worthy of
study," the Bowling Green
librarian said.
The collection was donated

to the University by Marie
Wakefield of Champaign, III.
It not only includes scripts
from the original "Star Trektelevision series and three
spin-offs, but also books,
sound recordings, games,
posters, figures, costume Jewelry, a lunch box and even a
McDonald's Happy Meal box.
Many items are still in their

original packaging.

Bruce Moss, will give a free concert also in Kobacker.
On Sunday Thomas P. Rohrer
will conduct the BGSU Concert
Band and University Band in a
free concert at 3 p.m. in
Kobacker. The Concert band will
perform "Cajun Folk Songs" by
Frank Tlchefcand 'Do Not Go
Gentle into That Good Night" by
Elliot Del Borgo.

Theater this Friday. It will be
followed by "Les Femmes aux
yeux ouverts." directed by AnneLaura Folly, and These Hands."
directed by Flora M'MbuguSchelllng. Part of the
University's Women's History
Month activities, admission is
free.

appeared in The New Republic'
The Yale Review" and other
Journals. The reading, sponsored by the BGSU creative
writing program, is free.

ticket sales.

"Waiting" at Elsewhere Theater

"Monday's Girls."
a 1993 Nigerian Dim
directed by Ngozi
Onwuray, will be
shown at 7:30 p.m.
in the Gish Film

books of poetry and
winner of the Emily
Dickinson Award among others,
will give a reading at 7:30 p.m.
next Wednesday in 219 Olscamp
Hall. Bogen's poems have

"Beethoven." the
movie about a St.
Bernard and his
bumbling master
will be shown at
the Cla-Zel Theater this
Saturday to benefit the Wood
County Humane Society.
Games start at 10:30 a.m.
and continue until the 11 a.m.
when the film will play.
Admission Is S3 for children
and $4 for adults. Those bringing either a Jug of bleach or a
container of cat litter receive a
Si discount.

Award-winning
Women's History poet to speak
Poet Don Bogcn.
Month films
the author of two

,

LJJ

\

Samuel Beckett's
famous "Waiting for
Godot" will be staged '
by the BGSU
Theatre at 8 p.m.
Wednesday in 411
South Hall, the Elsewhere
Theater. Additional performances will be presented at 8
p.m. March 26-28 and at 2 p.m.
March 29. Admission is $3 at
the door. There are no advance

"It's really a summary of the
range of Items from a manufactured universe," said Scott.
Tills is a collection of objects
that represents the world of
imagination, and it nicely compliments our larger science fiction collection."
Those holdings include the
Ray Bradbury Collection,

Cla-Zel Theater
goes to the dogs

•#jf

I

wh'.^h contains all first and
limited editions of Bradbury's
books in English, some 200
foreign language editions,
records, cassettes, pamphlets
and magazine articles
Since NBC-TV premiered
"Star Trek" on Sept. 8. 1966.
the show has had a cult-like

■y See LIBRARY, page N-3

Changing the
University's food
Last fall, students
began sending In
recipes for the
University Dining
Services' annual
Taste of Home Recipe
Contest in hopes of receiving
the $50 grand prize.
Approximately 45 recipes
were entered and the field was
eventually narrowed to five
semi-finalists. Winning recipes
Include Honey Chicken Wings,
Lavosh Dill Sandwich and Filled
Noodles.
-News briefs compiled from
staff and wire reports
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Madonna:
Ray of Light
1998-Maverk*
When the news came out thai
Madonna would be releasing an
electronic album, most people saw
It as just another way of reinventing herself. She's used similar
tactics in the past.
In 1992. Madonna took on the
persona of Dita the Domlnatiix for
her album Erotica. This time
around she Is Verrmu .1
Electronlca for her 13lh album.
Ray qfUght.
What seems peculiar about
this Is that she has even adopted
an alter-ego at all. Madonna
seems to be very comfortable with
her new songs. There's an honesty and sincerity In the songs.
.With Ray of Light. Madonna Is
{being no one else but Madonna.
Ray of Light Is about self-dls• covery. mysticism, change and
• spirituality. Just to name a few
• themes. The songs afford us a
• view of the current situation of
■ her life. Including her role as
■ mother and her renewed religious
. Interests.
Madonna explores outside her
! Catholic roots to sing about
. Judaism and Buddhism. Words
! like "karma," "zephyr." "heaven"
^ and references to Journeys and
P traveling populate many of the
I songs
"
One of the most unique songs
on the album Is
.. "Sh.inti/Ashtangi " The lyrics are
sung in Sanskrit, an ancient
Indian language. In fact, an
Indian mood lingers through a few
of the tracks.
The first track on Ray of Light.
called "Drowned World/Substitute
for Love." confronts Madonna's
celebrity status and what she has
given up for fame.
"I traded fame for love/without
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a second thought/it all became a
silly game/some things cannot be
bought," she sings.
The album also gets personal
with songs about her mother's
death and the birth of her daughter. Lola. The last track. "Mer
Girl." Is haunting In Its lyrics and
a departure from Madonna's
usual writing style. "Little Star."
the only sugar-pop song on the
CD. is a techno lullaby to her
daughter.
Ray of Light Is in every sense
an electronic album, but the
synth-feel doesn't upstage the
quality of the lyrics. Like the single "Frozen." the techno beats and
cosmic harmonies only serve as a
backdrop to the message
Madonna is trying to present.
The surprise is that a majority
of the songs do not explode Into a
dance mode, (except for the title
track. "Ray of Ught." "Nothing
Really Matters." "Skin" and "Sky
Pits Heaven") The remainder of
the the album is an Impressive
blend of violins, electric guitars
and bubbling techno beats.
Devoted fans will see
Madonna's electronlca undertaking as a success while other may
be alienated by the new sound.
Patrick Leonard, co-writer of
"Like a Prayer" and "Live to Tell."
contributes to the album. With
new producer and co-writer.
William Orbit, the past blends
perfectly with the present sound
and feel of Madonna. Some may
be turned off by Madonna's new
way of expressing herself, but Ray
of Light Is one of her greatest
albums to date.
- JJ. Siegel
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Tortoise: TNT
1996 - Thrill Jockey
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Tortoise's fluid blend of Jazz, rock
and light techno, despite a ton of
musical brainpower, technology, and
welrdness-on-purpose. slips TNT comfortably Into our ears.
TNTs attack Is twofold. Tortoise. In
many ways a 90s Indie-rock supergroup (Its 5 or 6 band members have
endless other bands. Tortoise Is only
recently a full-time thing). Is one parl
academic In the sense that they play
around with sounds, timing, harmony
and technology.
But the oiher part of Tortoise Jusl
makes good music, sweet enough 10
fill any eager living room with something sincere, and sincerely new.
TNT. a third full-length. Is true to
Tortoise's all-Instrumental, sountracky. formula. While never obnoxiously experimental, the music is
always intnguing. The combination of
exotic Instruments (vibraphone,
marimba, lap-steel guitar and electronics to name a few) and smart -guy
songwriting simply makes It Tortoise
and nothing else.
But It's not novelty that counts
here. II Is the effort. The sound of the
record Is phenomenal (reflecting a
year and a half's worlh of recording
and mixing by Tortoise's manmba
and electronics guy John McEntlre).
Even when the musical ideas and rilfs
are lackluster, the careful layering of
songs send them out of your speaktrs
on a mission
The Suspension Bridge at Iguazu
Falls" or "Everglade" are as Tortoise
as il gels: laid back but busy, pretty
but grooving and with an easy versechorus-verse like traditional -one
structure. Other songs are stranger
like the mlramba-fest Ten-Day
Interval."
The songs add up. too. A first listen soolhes and gently rocks, but
later the record captivates and
obsesses, especially after a few good
llslens In the dark with the Introspection candles burning. And hey. there's
new surprise wilh every spin.
As a side note, the only pretension
In TNT is the title and packaging. TNT
Is Ironic because there Is no explosion, and the cover Is a goofy cartoon
sketch that mocks the hard-working
nature of the band.
They deserved some good cover
art! But while we should be sick of
irony by now. Tortoise Is a good
enough band to give the benefit of the
doubt to and rally behind. Hey. it's
1998. and this Is your music.
-Tony Cavallario

Why, go anywhere else

Susan Sarandon plays the mysterious Catherine Ames in 'Twilight' with veteran
actor Paul Newman playing detective Harry Ross.

Newman still charming in 'Twilight'
By TOM DENK
The BG News
Veteran movie
stars Paul Newman.
Susan Sarandon.
Gene Hackman and
James Garner create a piece of
Hollywood nostalgia In the
meandering Twilight."
The four stars guide the
mystery, providing scenes with
experience and grace that
younger stars simply cannot
provide. However, the tone
and pace of this movie is better suited lor well, our parents.
Twilight" follows Newman's
retired detective Harry Ross.
Ross lives with his longtime
friend, actor Jack Ames
(Hackman) and his wife
Catherine (Sarandon). With
Jack dying of cancer. Harry

Why, go anywhere else

KIP PRESENTS....

investigates the blackmailing
of his ailing companion.
Harry and fellow gumshoe
Raymond (Garner) examine
the mysterious death of a
retired police detective, the
same man who investigated
the death of Catherine's first
husband and her subsequent
Speedy marriage to Jack.
The best part of Twilightis seeing four greai performers
collide in a seedy backdrop.
Sarandon and Hackman can
create characters witTi mysterious pasts, while Newman
can still capture scenes like
few actors can.
Director Robert Benton.
who worked with Newman in
1994's "Nobody's Fool." has
received popular and critical
awards for his work in
"Kramer vs. Kramer" and
"Superman." Perhaps audiences expectations were too

Twilight
Woodland Mall Cinema 5
Starring: Paul Newman, Susan
Sarandon. Gene Hackman
NOW says: A prestige film with
a lot of heavy-weight actors.
Your parents would anorove!

• ••*
1 star |ust go 1o the bar
2 Man: go lo me bar hm
3 ilara: movie, then bar
4 atari: movie, then movie again

great for a film with such powerful stars.
Twilight" is a smooth,
peaceful Journey. The film provides audiences an escape for
two hours, but little more. A
tidy, proficient production.
Twilight" delivers some rare
combinations of veteran actors
that will appeal to older audiences.

NOW
Interested in writing on a part-time or
volunteer basis for the NOW? Movie, music, theater and book reviews are welcomed. Come to
210 West Hall this Sunday at 7 p.m. for an information meeting or call John Wenzel at 372-2603

Toledo Hot Spots!!
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SHOW THIS AD FOR FREE ADMISSION TO ANY OF THE CLUBS

CLUBLAND

Spring Bike

>< 11 tit il li till til f <i I III ilix

ONLY 18 MIN. FROM BGSUM
Main Stags • Top 40
Dollar Bar ft Pool T»bi«.

Polyesters - Disco ft Ratro
L|Va

135 S. Byrne & Hill
College 18 & over crowd

Music in tha Baaamant

18 & Over Welcome
aP%
*D J. Jason spins Top 40 on Main Stage
^*
• D.J. Big Bril spins Disco and Retro in Polyesters
(ha,
'Dollar Bar over 30 items, drinks & shots for just $1
U» Alter Ego in the Basement Thursday - Saturday
•Thursday College ID Night free with ID before 11 p.m.
9|
• Friday is Ladies Night...Ladies in free before 11 p.m.
a*
• Free well lighted Parking

209 N. Superior St.
Toledo
Downtown
243-4446
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Featuring: Liquid Courage

■

The ordinal *! Power Hour
every wed.-sat. from &-9
Wed. Night $1 Margies »1 Drafts all night long
Thurs. Colleae ID Maht get

O #V

&*

In FREE w/ College ID
Until 11:00 pm

53

I Hours: 9p.m. - 2:30a.m. Thurs. - Sat. I

t-l3tt

mrnxmrn TWMX
CATE & WARj, •
OPEN 7 Nights
21 and Over

SUN - WED - Sing & Dance to Dreamline Karaoke
THURS - SAT - Live music by Beef Carvers
Karaoke Contests Every MON. and WED.
with cash prizes
Drink Specials Nightly!
Mouthwatering MUNCHIE Menu

rHURS. Nights -Toledo* Only 21 &OverCoUegt ID Night.'
3922 Secor
Why. go anywhere else
(

475-4381
Why. go anywhere else
/

Thurs. College ID Night
18 & Over
Wed.
$100 Line Dance Class
Thurs. & Sun. Parly with John Patrick and
The Most Wanted

Time-Up
Basic tune-up $ 29.50
Complete tune-up $ 3950
(Expires 4-11-98)
Bring this ad in and save 10%
on labor!
All locks and seat cables
10% off

THE BULL IS NOW HERE!!!
OPEN - WED thru SAT
Door open at 8C0 pm.
"Come Ride the Bull"
X| CllKJ

867-9123
2518 S. Reynolds & Heatherdowns
Why. go anywhere else

Why. go anywhere else
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Juggling entertainment
'Wanted' this weekend
By MICHAEL PLANICKA
The BG News

Finding entertainment on
campus, other than second
run movies and Informative
speakers, can sometimes be a
difficult thing to do.
But this weekend it's not
the same old song and dance.
The University Dance Alliance
fUDA). and Jay Gilllgan present the highly unique
"Wanted."
■Wanted" is a performance
art project combining Juggling,
dance, object manipulations
and an original, live music
score. The production is written and performed by post
modern Juggler Jay Gilllgan.
Jay Is a freshman dance
major at Bowling Green, as
well as a professional Juggler.
He holds the most gold
medals ever awarded in the
history of the International
Jugglers' Association!
■Wanted" is a new form of
dance that has been done in

Europe combining Juggling
techniques with modern
dance. Special guests Heather
Baur and Daniel Holmes will
provide the dance, and Nick
Fisher and The Fisherman
will provide an original score.
The show is based on
movement and object manipulation, and is far from a simple circus juggling act.
This kind of performance
art is new to the area, so it
promises to be fresh and
inventive. Jay Gilllgan has
been continuing his performance career while he is
enrolled as a dance major. He
took the initiative to write and
produce this piece as a freshman, but he has numerous
accomplishments in the performance field.
This is a great opportunity
for the students on campus to
get some original and interesting entertainment. It's also a
good example of what
University students accomplish on their own.
Tickets are $7 general
admission and $5 with a student ID. The proceeds UDA
collects from ticket sales will
be used to start a dance
scholarship fund for Bowling
Green. There currently are no
dance scholarships available
for the University.
Performances are this
Friday and Saturday nights at
8 p.m. in the Whitney Dance
Studio of Eppler North on
BGSU's campus.

'Wild Things' stays tame
despite plethora of sex
The Associated Press

Prior to a recent preview
screening of "Wild Things." a
Columbia Pictures representative addressed the audience of
critics, film students and others. Would reviewers please
refrain, she requested, from
revealing the many surprises
in the movie?
Fat chance of that happening. The film contains so
many Incredible twists and
illogical turns that the plot
would be impossible to synopsi/.e.
One again, we are in the
sultry South, where bad
things seem to happen. The
locale is a small town in
Florida between the Gulf and
the swampland. Matt Dillon
works as a counselor in a high
school filled with girls who
flaunt their young bodies.
Dillon is accused of rape by
a nubile student. Denise
Richards. Her immensely
wealthy mother. Theresa
Russell, vows vengeance, partly because she has been
sleeping with Dillon, She
enlists her socialite attorney,
Robert Wagner to lead the
legal battle against the alleged
rapist.
Another accuser turns up:
white trash Neve Campbell,
whose claims of rape strengthen the case against Dillon.
The desperate defendant
hires a storefront lawyer, Bill

Murray, who specializes in
accident prosecutions. Murray
seems totally deficient, but he
possesses some secret
weapons.
Two city detectives. Kevin
Bacon and Daphne RubinVega, investigate the case. He
is skeptical of Dillon's guilt,
she is less so. Bacon continues his pursuit of Dillon, with
unexpected results.
So far. "Wild Things" might
qualify as a passable
Southern melodrama, but
Stephen Peters' screenplay is
too ambitious by far. It
changes the nature of the protagonists so often that the
viewer is left in a puzzled
exhaustion.
The dialogue sounds like
somethings out of a "Saturday
Night Live" sketch. Wagner
shouts at Dillon outside the
courthouse: "You're finished.
Lombardo! Take a hike!" The
spoiled rich girl whines,
"Mother would kill me if she
knew 1 took the Rover." The
screening audience greeted
some of the lines with hoots of
derisive laughter.
Dillon and Bacon perform
with customary skill considering their straltjacket roles.
Campbell is the standout performer. With her vampire eyes
and blood-red lips, she is the
perfect seductress. Watch out
for her. She is not as dumb as
she seems.

Freddie & [Frieda (Falcon
IKlOUTS - Apply Today!
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Eric Clapton circa 1993 on the album cover of "MTV
Unplugged." His new album "Pilgrimage" is out now

Eric Clapton's pilgrimage leads to his fans
By DOUGLAS WHITMIRE
The BG News

Eric Clapton is
arguably one of the
most genuine guitar
legends the music
world has. With the
release of his
newest album Pilgrim, he
continues make history.
With all the hype
surrounding this release,
considering it's his first since
From the Cradle (1993), one
is compelled to review how
"Slowhands" made it to the
place he's at now.
He began his music career
with a little-known British
band named The Roosters in
1963. The band did not suit
his creative needs, so he continued onto another group,
the now-seminal Yardbirds.
The group only lasted for
two years and was not appreciated until much later.
Clapton finally gained wide
ret ognition in 1966 when he
formed the acid-rock trio
Cream.
Cream joined the likes of
The Rolling Stones and The
Beatles as one of several
British rock bands to invade
America in the mid-1960s.
They pumped out several hits
and engraved Clapton's guitar style of rock-blues into
American music forever.
Clapton, along with the other
two members of Cream,
began to have problems, and
in 1968 the band broke up.
However. Clapton continued his pilgrimage and stumbled from band to band until
he reached Derek and
The Dominos. It was during
this stand that Clapton com;

■si

posed his most famous work,
and possibly the greatest
rock song of all time. "Layla."
It was Clapton's first big
hit since the break-up of
Cream in 1968 and it finally
proved that he could make it
on his own. Clapton's solo
career did not begin until
1974. and not soon after that
his first big solo album. 461
Ocean Boulevard, was produced.
Clapton's continued to produce album after album, and
up until 1991 they were
released at a feverish pace. It
was in this year that
Clapton's four-year-old son
fell from a window and was
killed.
He was crushed. He
strayed from his music and
battled depression, finally
reemerging with his hit
Tears in Heaven." The song,
which was written for his
son. appeared on the MTV
Unplugged album.
Eric Clapton has been
through the highs and the
lows of a rock-and-roll
lifestyle. From battling heroine to alcohol, and then
losing his only child, he
somehow finds ways to cope.
He's resilient because he puts
his experiences into his art
thereby relating his life to his
fans. His skill and blues-rock
style are unmatched.
His "pilgrimage" through
life has led him to his latest
release Pilgrim, and he continues to dazzle his fans with
his guitar as well as moving
in new directions (soul. R&B).
If you enjoy Clapton and
music in general, pick up
Pilgrim.

following. More popular in reruns than during its initial
network broadcast, the original version produced by
Paramount led to spin-off TV
shows and movies, merchandise of all sorts and conventions for fans who've come to
be known as Trekkies.
One search reveals some
1.600 sites related to "Star
Trek" on the World Wide Web.
and dialogue from the show
invaded everyday conversation long ago. Who among us
can't identify the origins of
"Beam me up. Scotty" or "to
boldly go where no man has
gone before?"
BGSU's Scott said the
appeal of "Star Trek" can be
attributed, at least in part, to
the show's positive outlook.
"Star Trek' is wholesome.
It's optimistic. It looks to the
best In our understanding of
ourselves in the universe. We
human beings survive and.
unlike other (shows), it looks
to expand good relations
among all sorts of people."
Scott said.
She praised Wakefleld for
gathering such a comprehensive array of artifacts that can
now be used for study. "We're
very, very happy to have the

collccUon at Bowling Green.
She knew how to collect the
right things."
Wakefleld. a librarian for
the U.S. Army, admits to having been a "Star Trek" fan
since she was a teenager.
"I was hooked the first time
I saw it and later. I started
collecting books. When
Paramount realized it was a
gold mine, they started merchandising the show, and the
next thing you know. I'm
spending my life savings
practically." she Joked,
Because of her career,
Wakefleld often moves. "When
you move, you realize you
need to get rid of things." she
said, explaining that she no
longer wunted to keep the collection but didn't want to sell
It in bits and pieces.
Wakefleld offered the collecUon to the University at
the suggestion of Michigan
State University librarians
who were familiar with
Bowling Green's popular culture collecUons as well as the
reputation of its academic
programs in popular culture
and American culture studies.
Now students and other
scholars can take a closer
look at "Star Trek" by examining the collection as a piece
of America's cultural quilt.

HERO
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ation?
Sure, bits and pieces still
remain, but there are new
causes to fight for. The everprevalent dilemma of our generation is how to cope with
growing up with no heroes of
our own (that and information overload). We cling onto
models from the past because
lhat's all wc have. The dream
of making a difference in this
world is very unrealistic, considering the people who have
did it way before our generation.
Maybe something new
won't come out of Bowling
Greer). but something new
can come out of a student

who puts individual struggles
to their hope. Someone who
merely realizes an education
isn't worth anything but a
nice paying job and a new
Jeep Cherokee.
To be more than a fancy
car and a nice Job. that student must add their own
ideas and revolutions, not
Jerry Garcia's. not Malcolm
X's and not Jack Kerouac's.
These people's ideas were
good for a generation, but not
ours.
Following past leaders is
going to get us nothing but
some nice advice. To truly
make an impact you must
look at present day issues
and solve them with your
ou>n methods.

Marvel at a highly visual, fast-paced
comedy magic presentation.
Stand-Up and Close-Up
Magic and Illusion

the magic

4
MIKE SUPER

«i6«« : 2*** •*.*£*># t^t-f-l s.ii>
fit A* {(tR/,«), <tt4>. <*+«««*) *
*.1t6!)*PR.t*
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Thursday,
March 19th, 1998
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
'' 7:30PM

•*« : 3/ZO JLMi ift_t 7:00
*tl* : Community of Christ Lutheran Church & Student Center
(1124 E. WoosterSt. ; Jerome Library MS)
i«#-ul i Bowling Green »>.*Vi*ffl»
W»A : W»f* • ttSl* 352-0081; 9-V 353-2155

i tii**ii)a>4 • nt.'tt-*- >
Questions? Call 372-7164

Lowest color copy prices in Bowling Green!
*

• Business Graphics
• Custom Calendars
• Special Effects

Applications can be
picked up in Room 405
Student Services.

Color Copies
* Single sKted S5 « II on premium 2S» uodi (Irsl copy 95< . addtlorial copies ol same original
65« or leu Additional charges apply when priming from disk with compatible software

Locally owned, locally operated and committed to serving the Bowling Green community.

Deadline: 4:30 pm Friday March 27

525 Ridge Street • Bowling Green • (419) 354-3278
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372-6977
TV BG Newi <a-.ll nut knowingly mxtfK HJvecittcmeno
lhjl<lru:nnuMle.nrencounfrdiM.nmiruiioni|pin%i'ny
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religion, noiivul origin, vernal iwKnUiinai. Ji.jtilni.
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BGSU HMllh Around Ihe World Needs You!
Interested in volunteering at the annual Health
Fair? Call ir* Center for WWIness A Preven
Don 372-VVELL today.

KAKAKAKAKA
The brothers of Kappa Alpha would like 10 congratuiate Logan Brooke and Jon Mundorf for
being selected as Resident Advisors

Deadline Extension!
The (Madhna tor SOL D student leader ol Via
yaar and Advisor of the Yaar nominations and
applications has baan extended to Friday.
March 27. Forms should be returned to
SOLD at 450 Student Services. CaH
372-0244tor more into

KA KA KA KA KA

Eaien Alive
LVami Wyche. a recovered anorexic
and Duremtc. uses theatre as a powerful
meant to reach and motivate sufferers
of eating disorders.
Tuesday. March 24th, 1998
8:00 pm
L en hart Grand Ballroom
FREE!
Sponsored by The Center of Wanness and
Prevention. Residence Life-Speoal Program
Series, and UAO
Questx>m? Call 372-7164

The BG Mew* mcrvci the tight to OSSta*, diKuniinue
m re...* an> ■J»ent«n»f« uath * lho*e luund to be
iirf«raatory. lackiNg in taviual bom. misleading oi (ah*
in IUUR All advertikcmenti arc mhjc.1 <•> diiing -nd
■SSMWi
The BGNrw\.»4 forum open Mi the public, rccof mm
the impo»wb.Hly of ptevtminj all of thu type of ad.tinung am. there (iw encourage* i»ur reader* to beware
Alway » fee familiar with ■ hu»ne» bcl.ee tending money
or pro* rating perwmal credH mformainn Ptcaw irrtcnv
her, if ri *xMtidv ton good to be true, n probably ■•
Yog OH help IM bv vallmg the adv.
(depa.li
4(9.iTJ.Jf05»nih your lomplaiAlianduigfeiiiom We
aaJt that you pleaae pnn roe your name, addrcu. and phone
rwmber. Jong -ith your specific comment WMl *W
help we can nude t V BG New* a better pwMt. jiion

SUMMER STUDY PROGRAM
IN FRANCE
INFORMATION ME EThNG
Spend ■ Summer in Europe
a Earn 6 BGSU aedit hours
Tueedey, March 24th al »pm
BA10O0

CAMPUS EVENTS
Tha Masgic ol MIKE SUPER
Marval al a highly visual, I eat paced
comedy magic presentation
Thuraday. March 19lh. 1998
Lenhart Grand Belt room
7:»pm
FREE aiandup and close-up
magic and illusion1
Questions? Call 372-7184
Sponsored by UAO

Alien ion all Basketball Fans1
Interested in playing three on three baskatbal
for prizes'1 Tournament to be held:
Sunday March 22
ConW« Courts
i2-3om
Orwy $15 ateam or .K per per son Sign up outside Education bldg from 11 -4 on Fn 3/20, or
cafl Maghart ©372 3306 Also tickets tot a rafflel(WinB"gPnzesi'l)
Proceeds Benefit Wood County Special Ofympw»-

SERVICES OFFERED

Attention at 19M Graduates
Appf canons tor the Beyond BG Scholarship
ara now available at the
"Maeti Alumni Center, Fmanoal Aid Office.
and the office of Student Life

Wil Do Typing
Cat lor prices
Heamer 372-5361.

Beyond BG

MATCH POINT

BGSU Graduate Student Lobby Day
m Columbus-Information SessionThuri. March 19 al 5 00pm in iheGSS
Office |707 Admin Bldg I Sponsored by
Ihe GSS National. Stale * Community
Affairs Committee. Discuss issues such
aa: Student Representative on the
Ohio Boards of Trustees

Always keep a shovel,
rake and water nearby
when burning debris.

Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy Teals
Confidential and Caring
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Centi

REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN
PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

Slop living from paycheck to paycheck
Phone 188 239 7564

*

PERSONALS

Management Inc.

tt CASH FOR COLLEGE U
Over 300.000 scholarships 8 grants avail No
repayment ever, no GPA requirements, all stu
denaoualifyll Call Now ■ 2'6 655-6003

M0 I mirth St. I Mrm
(Willow House) Close to Campus Starts
JI M0/n»«l« /gas Call JSJ-MOO.

AGO'AGO'AGO
Congratulations to Jessica Bowlus and Nicole
Mnmck on their new RA positionsi We love
you both'
AGO'AGO'AOO

CA
Management Inc.

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
Hey Alpha Gamsl
Get excited cause
Big4.il week is
just around the corner!
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA

21 5 K. Pot Rd. I arjfl Kilrm 11 .trjrren ApU.1
I-iundty M Sue Starts al M0/mo*elec
<"jll .tM-SM0.

AOII' AOII' AOII' AON
Congratulations to our 'Geek of the Week"
Aboy Pawlicki'
AOII- AOII • AOII • AOII

Management Inc.
I 4 2 Hdtm. HW2 K.irs.r. Ast. . Hillxlalt \|il. i
Unique Hoot designs, carports, w/d hook.up. in 2
odrms Rent starts at IMVmo * mils Call 35.s-5MX>

ASSEMBLERS. Excellent income to assemble
products at home kilo 1 -504 648 1700 DE PT
OH-62S5
Asst. Mgr. restaurant. Fun upbeat atmosphere.
Restaurant exp helpful but not required. Musi
be organized, neat, and possess leadership
skills. Hrs. A Wage negotiable. Can Jay at
3S4-O011.

SUMMER STUDY PROGRAM
IN FRANCE
INFORMATION MEETING
Spend a Summer in Europe
A Earn 6 BGSU credit hours
Tuesday, March 24th al 6 pm
BA1000

WANTED
2 Summer sublrs. needed $l85/mo Close
ID campus. Own bedroom. Call 353-6165.
Creative? Would you like lo win a pnje showng how creative you are? EAG is asking lor
your designs tor this years Earth day T-shirts.
Entries are due no later than 5:00pm on March
24ti. Prize induoes $25 00. 3 tree t-shiris. 8 a
$25 00 gift certificate to Junction Bar 8 Gnlle
Turn entries into 102 College Path or mail toEAG. C/O Environmental Center. College
Park (cm). Questions call Moots @372 3571
Female Roomate needed for summer. Own
room, furnished, air. 6 dishwasher. Can
352-4 791.
Female aubloaaer needed ASAP Apartment
has central air 8 balcony Located on Slh Si
Only pay electric Can move in now. Cheryl at
216-951-2764.
Summer sub-leaser wanted lor a spacious one
bedroom apartment 215 E. Poe Rd. Please
Call 354-5321II

HELPWANTED
$1500 wtekly poiOfrOa) mailing our circulars
Fro» information. Call 410 3*7-14 75
a
IS YOUR RESUME LACKING?
Find out why PAG. IBM, Xarox. A hundred*- of
other lop companies want students who have
D—n through our summer training program
Over 90% of the students using our placement
office found career jobs last year Average
monthly income S2174 All majors apply. Call
i 800 307 8639.

375 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
needed) Coed summer camps In Pocono
Mount .Ins, PA Lohlkan, l-e00-4afl-4321.
wnvw.lohlhan.com.
BGSU
PRE-COLLEGE ENRICHMENTPROGRAM
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
JUNE 21-AUGUST1.1098
The Pre College Ennchment Program rs a
scholar level college preparatory program lor
Btack and Hispamc high school (unors and
seniors. Applicants must meet an requirements
Detow
Resident Assistants staff: Minimum junior
classification. Be in good academic standing
(2.5+) Should not be enrolled >n classes during
the program Room and Board salary. Resident Advisor and activity programming experience a strong plus.
Uaih Instructor: Bachelor's degree in Mathematics or pursuit of post baccalaureate degree in Mathematics required Must be available lor two hour time blocks daily in the morning and/or afternoon Salary based on qualifi
cations and is non-residential.
APPLICANTS SHOULD SUBMIT A TRANSCRIPT AND CURRENT RESUME WITH
APPLICATION
Applications are available at 424 Saddlemire
Student Services Bldg . THE CENTER FOR
MULTICULTURAL AND ACADtMIC INfTlA
TIVES. and are due by APRIL 3 No telephone
inqumee pleas*.

The Finest Beef
Served Anywhere.

Camp Jobs. A fun place to work A a life-long
learning experience awaits you at YMCA
Camp NissoKons in beautiful northern Ml. Are
you a caring, creative A enthusiastic person
who enjoys being outdoors A have pnor experience) working with child'en Hiring cabin
counselors, lifeguards A program instructors
for horseback riding, sailing, ropes course.
arts/crafts A ckarna/musc. Also, year-round
position avail lor outdoor environmental education facilitators Personal interviews being
held Aprs 16 in Toledo Call 24B-S67-4S33
CAMP WAYNE-(sistSf half of brother/sister
camp)-Northeast Pennsylvania
(6720-S/16798 ) We're back' We have recruited
great staff from BG and want you to have tie
most memorable summer of your life Directors
(or Drama. Camptng/Nature. Golf.. Counselors to live in cabins and teach at specialty
areas. If you love children and h»v9 a skill to
offer call 1 -BOO- 278-3019. On Campus Inlerviews, March 24th from .Oanvllpmm the Fort
Room of the Union.
Child care needed m my Perrysburg home. 2
kids flex. hrs. 1 dayrweek Dependable and
own trans 874-7781
Columbus, Ohio
Pool Snack Personnel
Sooto Country Club is accepting applications
for the dub's pool snack stand personnel
Scheduling procedure conducive with summer
activities. Pay scale is progressive beginning at
$600 tiroughout summer for individuals who
achieve Club's address 2196 Riverside Drive.
Columbus, Ohio 43221. Fax 614-488-8327
Phone 614-486-4341.
Cook's helper. Line A banquet prep Apply at
BG Elk's Lodge, 200 Campbell Hi* Rd.
2 00-4Q0.
Counselors. Activity Director. Water director, A
Cook needed at Co-ed Summer camp near
Ann Arbor Michigan. 734-878-6620 For more
info
CRUISE SHIP A LAND-TOUR JOBS
Excellent benefits Work, Travel. Ask us howl
517 324-3090 ext. C55443
DONT READ THIS if you like working lor mm
imum wage, staying home m Ohio. & seek secure, non-rewarding work. HOWEVER if you
want to earn outstanding money ($6300) travel
across the country, A enjoy challenging yourself to something completely worthwhile can
1-600 307-6639.

EARN
$750-$ 1500WEEK
Rase all the money your student
group needs by sponsoring a
VISA Fundraiser on your campus.
No investment A very little time
needed There's no obligation, so
why not call for information loday.
Call 1-800 323 8454x95
Golf course and grounds maintenance company seeking male or female college students
who enjoy working outdoors Wages starting at
$6 6 based on experience, motivation and productivity. Call tor an app't at 435-7385 or
423-2241.
Help Wanted BGSU Dm.ng Services
Graphic Internship Available for Summer VCT
or Graphic Design BGSU Ssjdent 40 hours
per week at $5 30 per hour Prefer selected
candidate to begm Pan time work immediately.
We schedule around your classes. QUALIFICATIONS Three years of college in VCT
and/or Graphic Design Specialized knowledge
and/or skills equivalent to six months m this
area. Specific courses required Graphic Design 211, VCT 208. and 308. Photography 282
or Photography(ART) 32S Three months ex
penence in s similar position required Must
have applicable experience with Mcrosoft
Word. Pagemaker, Freehand, Superpaint. and
FasDabel Must have the ability to perform this
job with minimal training (less than one month
training penod). Valid drivers license preferred
Help Wanted BGSU Students
interested in Office Work?
University Dming Services'
McDonald Dining Center
is Accepting Applications Nowl
"Flexible Hours"
'^tarong Pay is $6 40 per hour"
''Opportunities for advancement**
"Friendly Co-Workers**
"Looks great on your resume"
"Prior experience required"
•Csll 372-2771 or stop in today n*

AOII- AOII • AOII' AOII
Congratulations to Jenmler Dembinski on being selected as a Resident Advtsori
AOII' AOII ° AOII' AOII

Management Inc.

BGSU Hearth Around Ihe World Neede You!
Interested in volunteering al the annual Health
Far? Call the Center lor Wellness 8 Preven
con 372 WELL loday

CA
NEW NEW NEW NEW
71* N. EMerprb* IHfani-sHfl 1 a 2 Bdrms.
Close to Campus Washer/Dryer in 2 Klrm units
Rent starts al .17 Vmo - mils Call 3S3-5HIM

Engergtze your body
Outet your mind
Reconnect with nature
5 ELEMENT CHI-KUNG
Mon 8 Wed .Mar 23 Apr 1S

146 North Matin

Hou'linp, Grrcn

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENTWork in the Great Outdoors
Forestry, WJdkfe Preserves Concessionaires.
Firefighters. A more Competiove wages A
benefits. Ask us howl 517-324-3110 Ext
N55442

6-7 pm

CA

Conlnumg Educaton. 41S/372 8181

Management Inc.

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
CO REC
DOUBLES RACOUETBALL-MAR 24. 00R£C 3-PITCH SOFTBALL-MAR 25: MEN'S 6
WOMEN'S SINGLES 8 DOUBLES TENNIS
APR 1. ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4 00 PM ON
DUE DATE IN 130PERRYFCLDHOUSE

For complete list stop by our
office at 1045 N. Main or
Call 353-5800

FR€€ D€LIV€RV
$4.00 Minimum

352-5166

Open Weekdays «e P.M. • Lunch Fri "SaL'Sun.

LARGE SALADS.enough for two!
A heap of crisp mixed lettuce and...

4.50

*JtllllUH pepperoni, salami, mild pepper rings, red
onions, green peppers, and mozzarella cheese

4.50

VBQO\6 tomatoes, red onions, green peppers, broccoli,
black olives, mozzarella cheese

3.50

■■HfliilCT Dressings...French, Ranch, Italian (reg. or Igt.)
Great PIZZA • SUBS • SALADS • BREADSTICKS

UUe only use the finest ingredients!

(

NOW RECRUITING
Busy Cleveland West professional firm seeks
professional consultants for specialized real
estate practice No selling Will train.
High-yield vanable compensation
H'Q.v tach office A systems
Rapidly-growing national franchise
Excellent training A support
RJ. Dales
The Buyer's Agent ol North East Ohio, Inc
25000 Country Club L> #300
North Omsted. OH 44070
1-<886>-869-4S31

701 Fourth St.

313 N. Main

640 Eighth St.

733 Manville

615 Second St

315 N. Main St

755 Manville

825 Third St.

777 Manville

Macintosh Quadra 610 8/250 w/14" color
monitor and 14 4 modem Software included.
good condition $600060 Cell 352 7372
Macintosh Performs 410 Modem, CD Rom
Drive A software included $600 obo Call Erm
at 354 7269
Toshiba Satellite T 1900 C laptop 486 SxA
20MH 120 MB Hard Drive. 4mb RAM 9 5 color
VGA Windows 3.1 with carry case $675 00.
25" Portable RCA TV $50 0" 19" TV $65 00.
l3"TV$6500Cail3S2-4999
Yamaha Keyboard, less than
$275obo. Includes stand and
352-6210

You're Invited!
To the Student Union's
40th t3irthday Party!
Friday, March 27
Specials on the Falcorie Nest,
Little Shop, & Bowling and Billiards
•Luncheon in the Ballroom
•Free birthday cake
•Entertainment
•Pisplays
(

lyr old.
adapters

FOR RENT
"NEW LOWER PRICES"
Apts A Houses 98-99 school year
321-A E Merry LARGE HOUSE
321 -B E Merry, 6 bedrooms
311-3l6E.Merry.i A2bdrmapts
$4S0/month -12 month lease
$500/month - school year. turn.
309 1/2E Merry, rooms A more
Al Very Close to Campus
Starting m May or August * 353-0325
1 or 2 summer sublease's needed. $i50/mo
near campus
2 bedrm
available. CaH
3524616

Outgoing, motivated, reliable students
Needed for summer employment as
portrait caricatures A air brush artists
at Cedar Point, Geagua Lake. A Sea World
Earn and learn Contact Krtsten at
(419) 882-1312 for an appointment at
the art buiidmg on March i8thfrom
10 am until 4 pm.

1 subleaser needed lor summer beginning May
1st Own rm Irg apt 1 block from campus CaH
Jessica at 354 2349
2 bdrm 834 Scon Hamilton. A/C Avail. May.
$420 plus uil Other locations avail. Aug EN. A
1 A 2 bdrm. NO PETS. 353-8206.
2bdrm.furn orunfurn apts
724 6th St A 705 7th St
12 unit apartment buildings
96-99 school year lease
$500 per month
FREE heat, water, sewer
gas and HBO'"
354-0914

Part-Time Instructors
Kaplan, the nation's leading test prep company, is seeking instructors fix GRE, LSAT.
MCAT. GMAT. SAT. and ACT preparation
courses in the Toledo-BG. area. Applicants
must be dynamic communicators and have
90th p*o»nWe scores on the appropriate
exam. For more mfo. please contact Bob Remrtardat(4l9) 538-3702.
RESPITE CARE PROVIDER Persons needed
to provide srort-term. temporary care for individuals who have developmental disabilities
Salary $6.50 hour. Fsgh School diploma or
GED required. Flexible schedule. Application
deadline OA'03'98. Apply at Wood Lane
School, Ent B. 1160 East Gypsy Lane Road,
Bowling Green EOE.
Special ed., speech. A psych majors:
Students wanted to work with
7 yr. ok) boy with Fragile X syndrome.
Train-ng wai be provided
Call lor interview 419-833 7433
Must have transportation.

2bdrm house $450 mo. Close to Univ
3 bdrm. apt $550. mo Close to Unrv

Call 686-4651.
2 BDRM Apt 722 4th St,
Avail, immed . 12 mo lease.
$425/mo., w/d hook-up.
353 7547 days.
2 BDRM Apt. 428 1/2 E Wooster St.,
Avail. May 15. i2 mo. lease.
$425/mo, util. included.
353-7547 days

Summer child care. Full time 30 hoursAveek. 3
children Stan m .June thru August. Musi have
transportation. Call Diane 419-878-9835 or
Karen Al 419-674-0625.

4 bdrm. 1 bath house. 1/2 block from campus Aveil Aug tSthfor a 12 mo. lease In good
shape w/ nice backyard Carpeied with offstreet parking. Unfum. except refng.-stove No
dogs Security dep. req. 419-885-8307, leave
message for Steve.

SUMMER JOBS
POINT AMUSEMENT
PARK/RESORT
Now lilhng 3,500 summer jobs
lifeguards, bartenders, servers.
rides, games/merchandise, hotel staff
for 1998. Enjoy great pay and employee
activities Low cost housing lor
18 and older. Please Come to
our interviews
Location: Student Union. Oho Suite
Date. Tuesday. March 24
Tims 12:00 pm • 6 00 pm
No appointment necessary Questions7
Please call us at i 800-668 JOBS
www cedarpomt com
EOE

Check out the best kept housing secret m BG
2 bdrm. fully turn . Irg. rms.. Ions of closet
space, dishwasher, balcony, A we pay all utd.
except elec. A phone. May to May leases avail.
Ca'l 352 9909

Tanglewood Golf Club has openings for
seasonal employment. Pro Shop Restaurant.
For info cai4l9-833-1725

i tor Rent:The following houses are lor
rani for 98-90 school year. All 12 mo. leases.
tenants pay al util. sac dep.. parental guarantee reo. .no pets
1. 730 Elm 2 BR avail. 5/15/96 Rent
$5i0/mo. collected quarterly. Phone
354-6595 ask tenants to view.
2. 217 8. Colleges BR house avail 8/23/96
Rent $57S/mo collected quarterly. Phone
354-3271 ask tenants to view.
3 $16 Ridge-Large 2 BR house Avail.
5/20/96 Rent $600/mo collected quaneny
Phone 353-5032 ask tenants to view.
4. 316 Ridge (Rear) 1 BR house avail
5/16/96 Rent $300/mo collected quarterly
Stop by and ask tenants to view
5. 233 West Merry Large 4 BR house avail
8/23/96 Must have al least 4 unrelated tenante. Rent $700/mo collected quarterly.
Phone 354-8252 ask tenants to view.
For morp Information or to aign a ••see.
contact Arbor Enterprleee at 3S4-2654.
Locally owned and managed.

CEDAR

Telephone mterviewing. No selling Part-time,
mostly evenAwknds. m Perrysburg. Flex.
scheduling A relaxed atmosphere 874-5^2
UPS ' UPS * UPS
HIRING ALL SHIFTS
$6 50 AN HOUR A GREAT BENEFITS
15-20 hrs/week, year-round employment
To speak with a UPS
representative call (419) 891-6620
UPS ' UPS * UPS

FOR SALE
1985 Chrysler Laser 103K
Runs Good
CaH 354-8516 evenings

KA

KA

K\

Duplexes/houses for '98-99 school year.
Elf ,1 A2bdrm.-1 to3 tenants
12 month leases only
Sieve Smith 352-8917 (no calls after 8pm)
Femaie subleaser needed Own room for
'98-"99 school year Call 353-7159
Georgetown Manor 800 3rd St. under new
management. A/C, laundry mi, 1 bedrm furn.
$380 A elec. 2 bedrm. furn. 5480 A elec. also
summer rstes 354-9740 or 352-2214.

Houses. 1 A 2 bdrm. furn. apts. for 98-99
school year. Call 352-7454

53 assorted Beanie Babies $375 lor alt. Call
354^)269

K\

KA

New houss 3 blks from campua. 3-4 bedrms
2 full baths AC. off street parking. Avail
Aug CaH 352-9392.

K\

K\

K\

KA

KA

The Brothers of Kappa
Alpha would like to
congratulate
Kevin Hussey
on being elected
USG President!

841 Eight St

113 Railroad St.
352-9302
(next to Kinko's)
Mon-Fri 8-5 Sat 10-2

Fender Stratocastor. AMmade black, like new.
420-9727

Office cleaning evenings
1 CM 5 hrs per week.
Owniransp requiredCali 352-5822

available for Summer and Fall 1998.
Stop in and check out our listings!
Rockledge Manor

F. German Shepherd w'papers White. 3 yrs.
old $300 Call 639-3623.

Nursing Assistants
Wood County Nursing Home is looking for
nursing assistants for second and third shift
Flexible hours to work around school schedujea. There are also summer positions available beginning in May.
Apply to Wood County Nursing Home
11080 E. Gypsy Lane Rd
Bowling Green. OH 43402
(419)353 8411

R.E. MANAGEMENT still has apartments

Campus Manor

CARS FOR $100
Seized A sold locally this month.
Trucks. 4 x 4 s. etc
1 800 522 2730 ext 4558.

K\

K\

K\

K\

K\

KA

K\

K\

K\ K\

4.50

SeCuSOneQ- thicken tomatoes, red onions,
black olives, almonds, and mozzarella cheese

NOW HIRING
COMPUT E R OPE P. ATOP.
STOCKBROKE R ASSISTANT
PRU0ENTIAL SECURITIES INC
Duties: data entry, computer operations, investment research, marketing, arranging seminars Knowing basic programs like computer
MS Word/Works helpful, should be proficient
al
typing
(35-45
wpm)
Wages/avaiiability'fleKible. Internships available Interested parties contact Christie Watson
at 249 7343

K\

Quit Tying yourself in Knots!

QhCT ham. turkey, tomatoes, red onions, mild pepper
rings, and mozzarella cheese

lawn maintenance pt A lull lime It-nng for
spnng A summer at Knickerbocker Lawns A
Landscaping Call 352-5335

Home City Ice Company is now hmng br these
positions Route Dnvers, Production Slackers.
True* Loaders. Competitive wages/flexible
schedules. Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan Call for details at
1-600-899-8070

DO YOU LOVE CANDLES?
Number one name brand candles for 25 years.
32 varieties ol sosnis Call 352 5718 and ask
for Dana

Management Inc.

^JJi^203 N. Main

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fishmg .ndusSY. Excellent earnings A benefits
potential All major employers Ask us how1
517324 3ll5e»t A55441
.

AOII • AOII- AOII- AOII
Congratulations to our "Greek of ihe WeekMolly Bourquinl
AOHI' AOII • AOII • AOII

Studio - 215 F_ Pot Rd. tF.xrsjmn Apia)
Laundry on Sue Utilities included in rent
Suns at 2Wmo Call 353-5M0.

Thursday, March 19, 1998

TONIGHT:

WILLIE MORRISON
and the

DOWNRIVER BOYS
Music begins at 10:00

19 and Over Every Night

i

K\

